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<g) DATA TRANSMISSION/RECEPTION SYSTEM OF ELECTRONIC TIMEPIECE.

@ A data transmission/reception system for wrist-

type electronic timepiece. The data transmis-

v» sion/receptibn system for electronic timepieces com-

^ prises a data transmission device for generating data

^ signals, and an electronic timepiece that receives

data signals from the data transmission device by

^ utilizing a coil for driving the hands, wherein the

electronic timepiece is provided with a timing signal-

CO generating means which generates a timing signal.

CO and the data transmission device is provided with a

^ timing signai^receiving means which receives the

timing signals output from said hand-driving coil and

2 transmits data signals in synchronism with the timing

signals that are received. The data are transmitted

and received in an ordinary hand-tnoving state with-

out halting the timepiece while the functions are

being operated. Therefore, there is no need of ad-

justing the time after the operation of the functions.
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TECHNICAL RELD

The present invention relates to a data trans-

mission/reception system for electronic timepieces.

More specifically, the invention relates to a data 5

transmission/reception system that is capable of

reliably executirig mutual communication between

.an electronic timepiece and an external data trans-

mission/inception device using upon timing signals

generated by the electronic timepiece. 10

BACKGROUNG ART

There have heretofore t)een placed on the mar-

ket electronic digital timepieces, having a wrist- 75

computer~~ function, that perform communication

with personal computers using electromagnetic in-

duction. There have also been proposed wrist-type

electronic analog timepieces that perform pace ad-

justment by receiving standard time signals from 20

an external standard time signal-generating device

by utilizing a coil of a converter tiiat drives the

hands (for example, see Japanese Patent Publica-

tions Nos, 7190/1983 and 7191/1983). In order for

the timepiece to receive standard time signals of a 25

period of one second from ah external unit, the

receiving condition is set by manipulating an exter-

nal operating member such as the crown or the like

and, at the same time, the frequency-dividing cir-

cuit is reset to wait for tiie Input of a standard time 30

signal. When a first standard time signal is input,

the frequency-dividing circuit is liberated from the

reset condition and a frequency deviation-measur-

ing circuit starts counting. When a second standard

time signal is input after one second has passed, a 35

frequency deviation counted by the frequency de-

viatiori-measuring circuit is stored in a frequency

deviation storage circuit to finish the automatic

pace adjustment. The frequency-dividing circuit is

reset again, automatically liberated from tiie reset 4o

condition after ttie passage of a predetermined

period of time, and the ordinary operation is start-

ed. In the above-mentioned operation, a correct

standard time signal of a period of one second fed

from an external unit is counted by an intemal 45

counter and the timepiece operation is carried out

by usirig this counted value as a subsequent period

of one second. The standard time signal is re-

ceived by utilizing a coil of a converter.

The above-mentioned system is very conve- so

nient permittirig even a finished timepiece to ac-

complish ttie pace adjustment The above constitu-

tion, however, is a one-way communication system
in which a timepiece receives a correct standard

time signal of a period of one second from the 55

external unit, which does not require the synchro-

nizing operation, discontinues the timepiece opera-

tion when an external operation member such as

the crown is manipulated to receive standard time

signals, and waits for the anival of external signals

(heretinafter referred to as an open system).

Therefore, the time must be adjusted again

after tiie automatic pace adjustment has been ef-

fected.

In the process of producing electi'onlc

timepieces, furtiiermore, the module unit and the

case are produced through separate steps and are

finally combined together to finish the electronic

timepiece which is the final product. In such elec-

tronic timepieces, the procedure for carrying out

various adjustments such as pace adjustment, pace
adjustment for temperature or the pressure, adjust-

ment for other characteristic values and adjustinent

for changes in the pace and characferistics stem-
ming from the mounting in the case, is executed in

the stage of the module of before mounting in the

case, and inspection is carried out again. When the

pace and other characteristics deviate from the

specified values, therefore, the case must be re-

moved and adjustments must be carried out again,

requiring cumbersome work.

In order to solve such problems, Japanese
Unexaniined Patent Publication (Kokal) No. 56-

158980 disclo^s an idea for controlling the intemal

circuit from the outside of the electrortic timepiece

wfthout removing the metallic case witiiout, how-
ever, any concrete disclosure concerning the com-
munication system pr tiie conti'ol system but sim-

ply emplpying the aforementioned open,system.
Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication

(Kokai) No. 57-201886 discloses a method in which

oscillation signals from a quartz oscillator in an
eilectaronic timepiece are received by a microphone,

and are compared with reference signals to judge
deviation in the piace of the electronic timepiece,

and an adjustment signal is fed back to the elec-

tronic timepiece. However, even this method is

based upon a prerequisite of usirig the open sys-

tem in which the operation of the electronic

timepiece must be halted.

Moreover, Japanese Unexamined Patent Pub-
lication (Kokai) No. 55-36764 discloses a technical

idea related to an analog elect-onic timepiece in

which a coil for driving a stepping motor receives

ottier signals while a drive pulse is not beirig input

to the coil. According to tiiis technical idea, a
capacitor is connected in parallel with the above
coil in order to attenuate a generated counter elec*

t^omotive force at an eariy time. This patent pub-

lication, however, does not at all disclose the mu-
tual communication system which is the gist of tiie

present Invention and does not disclose, eitiier,

what signals are processed and tiy what methods.

2
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DISCLOSURE OF THE irA^ENTION

In a conventional electronic timepiece consti-

tuted as described above and, particularly, in a

multi-functional electronic timepiece having a vari-

ety of functions, it is necessary to suitably and

frequently adjust the pace and a variety of func-

tions. Since the open system has heretofore been

employed as described above, however, the opera-

tion becomes so complex and cumljersome that a

user finds it difficult to accomplish the adjustment.

Or. If the adjustment operation is done, there ar-

..ouses a problern in that the adjustment lacks preci-

sion. To carry out a variety of adjustment oper-

ations, furtiierrnore, the electronic timepiece must

in most cases be once stopped. After a predeter-

mined adjustment operation is finished, an addi-

tional operatiof) must t)e carried out to adjust for

the time spent for executing the adjustment opera-

tion.

At present, therefore, Ihe users are not enjoy-

ing tiie use of the electronic timepieces, inclusive

of multi-functional electronic timepieces, to a suffi-

cient degree in their perfectly adjusted state.

The object of the present invention is to pro-

vide an operation system for an electronic

timepiece which \s very simply constituted, can be

simply operated, and can be manipulated by any-

body at any time easily and correctly to adjust the

pace of the electronic timepiece or to adjust var-

ious functions of the electronic timepiece by elimi-

nating the aforementioned defects inherent in tiie

prior art In particular, the object of the present

invention is to provide a data transmis-

sion/reception system which is capable of reliably

executing tiie data transmission/reception operation

between the electronic timepiece and tiie data

transmission/reception device that supplies a pre-

determined adjustment signal to the electronic

timepiece, i.e., which is capable of reliably execut-

ing tiie mutual communication between the elec-

tronic timepiece and tiie ^eternal data transnhis-

sion/reception device maintaining synchronism

based upon the timing signals generated from the

electronic timepiece.

More concretely speaking, the object of the

present invention is to provide a data transmis-

sion/reception system for wrist-type electronic

timepieces that permits transmission to, and recep-

tion from, an external unit without the need of

mariipulating an external operation merhber such

as tiie crown or tiie like but maintaining tiie hand-

driving state, i.e.. maintaining the operation of the

timepiece at all times.

Another object of the present invention is to

provkje a data transmission/reception system in

which a reception mearis in the electronic

timepiece tiiat receives a second data sigrial trans-

BNSDOCID: <EP 0635771A1J_>

mitted from ttie data transmission/reception device

is so constituted ttiat tiie reception possible period

can be suitably changed, in order to prevent the

infiltration of noise.

5 A further object of the present invention is to

provide a data transmission/reception system for

wrist-^type electronic timepieces which permits

transmission to, and reception from, an external

unit without the need of manipulating an extemal

70 operation memt>er such as the crown or the like

but maintaining the hand-driving state, i.e., maln^

taintng the operaition of the timepiece at all times,

stores nriotor drive pulses that are generated while

the data are bamg transmitted or received, and

15 qutekly feeds the hands to effect the correction

relying xspon the stored data after the transmission

or reception has been fini^ed.

In order to accomplish the above-mentioned

object, the data transmission/reception system ac-

20 cording to the present invention basically employs

technical constitution that is described below. That

is. iri a data transmission/reception system for elec-

tronic timepieces comprising:

a data transmission/reception device which re-

25 ceives a first data signal from an external unit,

generates a jsecond data signal in response to said

receiived data signal, and ti-ansmits said second

data signal to the external unit; and

an electronic timepiece equipped with a trahs-

30 mission/reception means which transmits the first

data signal to said data transmission/reception de-

vice, and receives said second data signal from

said data transmission/reception device;

the improvement wherein said electronic

35 timepiece is provided witii a timing signal-generat-

ing means, said data taransmission/reception device

IS provided with a timing signal-receiving means
that receives a timing signal output from the trans-

mission/reception means of isaid electronic

40 timepiece, and said data transmission/reception de-

vice transmits said second .data signal to said elec-

tronic timepiece in synchronism witfi tiie timing

signal that is received.

According to another aspect of the present

45 inventipri, there is provided a data transmis-

sion/reception system for electronic timepieces

comprising:

a data transmission/reception device which re-

ceives a first data signal from an external unit,

50 generates a second data signal in response to said

data signal that Is received, and transmits said

second data signal to the extemal unit;

an electronic timepiece equipped witii a trans-

mission/reception means which transmits the first

55 data signal to said data transmission/reception de-

vice, and receives said second data signal from

said data transnnissiori/rBceptk)n device; and

a condition-varying means which changes in an

3
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external conditions and gives same to said elec-

tronic timepiece;

the improvement wherein said electronic

timepiece is provided with a timing signal-generat-

ing means, said data transmission/reception device

is provided with a timing signiaJ-receiving means for

receiving a timing signal output from the transmis-

sion/ireoeptioh means of said electronic timepiece,

and said data transmission/reception device trans-

mits tiie data in synchronism with the timing signal

that is received and controls the condition setting

of said condition-varying mieans.

The words "first data signal" used in the

present invention stand for a predetermined data

signal including a timing signal transmitted from

the electronic timepiece to the external data trans-

mission/reception device, and the words "second

data signal" stand for a data signal obtained

through an operational processing by receiving the

first data signal fransmltted from the elech^onic

timepiece by tite data ti-ansmission/reception de-

vice, executing a predetermined operational pro-

cessing based upon the first data signal, and trans-

mitting the result ttiereof from the data transmis-

sion/reception device to the electronic timepiece

according to a predeienmined timing.

In fhe specification expialnihg the importance

of the timing signal, furtttermore, the first data

signal may substantially stand for tfie timing signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Rg. 1 is a block diagram of a data fransmis-

sion/reception system comprising a wrist-type

electronic timepiece equipped with a pace ad-

justing function and a data transmis-

sion/reception device according to a first em-
bodiment of the present invention;

Fig, 2 is a block diagram illustrating major con-

stituent portions in the wrist-type electronic

timepiece of Fig. 1;

FiQ, 3 is a block diagram illustrating major con-

stituent portions in the data transmis-

sion/reception device of Rg. 1

;

Rg. 4 is a time chart for explaining the operation

of the first embodimerit of tfie present invention;

Rg. 5 is a block diagram illustrating major con-

stituent portions in the wrist-type electi'onic

timepiece according to a second embodiment of

the present invention;

Rg. 6 is a diagram illustrating the constitution of

a converterndriying circuit 14 in the wrist-type

electronic timepiece 1 according to tiie present

invention;

Fig. 7 is a block diagram illustrating major con-

stituent portions in the wrist-type electi^onic

timepiece according to a third embodiment;

Rg. 8 is a time chart for explaining tiie operation

of the third embodiment of the present Inven-

tion;

Rg. 9 is a block diagram of a data transmis-

5 sion/reception system comprisirig an electronic

timepiece having an acoustic function and a
sound vpiumeradjusting device according to a
fourth embodiment of the present invention;

Rg. 10 is a block diagram illusti-ating major

10 constituent portions in the electronic timepiece

of Rg. 9;

Rg. 11 is a block diagram illustrating major

constituent portions in the sound volume-adjust-

ing device of Rg. 9;

75 Rg. 12 is a time chart for explaining the opera-

tion of the fourtfi embodiment;

Rg. 13 is a block diagram of a data transmis-

sion/reception system conriprising tiie wrist-type

electronic timepiece having a serisor function

20 and a write control device according to a fifth

embodiment of the present invention;

Rg. 14 is a block diagram illustrating major

constituent portions in the wrist-type electronic

timepiece of Rg. 13;

25 Rg. 15 is a block diagram illustrating major

constituent portions in tiie write control device of

Rg. 13;

Rg. 16 is a time chart for explaining the opera-

tion of the fifti) embodiment;

30 Rg. 17 is a block diagram illustratirtg the circuit

constitution, of the electronic timepiece, used for

a sixtii embodiment of the present invention;

and

Rg. 18 is a block diagram illustrating the circuit

as constitution on tiie side of the data transmis-

sion/reception device according to the sixth em-
bodiment of the present invention.

Best Mode for Carrying Out ttie Invention

40

Embodiments of the data transmis-

sion/reception sfystem using an electronic

timepiece of the present invention will now be
described in detail with reference to the drawings.

45 Rgs. 1 to 3 are block diagrams illustrating a

basic constitution of the data transmis-

sion/reception system accordirig to the present in-

vention, i.e.. illustrating a data transmis-

sion/reception system 1GO for electronic timepieces

50 comprising:

a data transmission/reception device 2 having

a transmission/reception means 31 which receives

a first data siignal from an external unit, generates a
second data signal in response to said data signal

55 tiiat is received, and transmits said second data

signal to the external unit; and

an electronic timepiece 1 equipped with a
transmission/reception means 15a which transmits
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the first data signal to said data transmis-

sion/reception device 2, and reoeives said second

data signal from said data transmission/reception

device 2;

the improverhent wherein said electronic

:timepiece 1 \s provided with a timing signal-gen-

erating means 13, said data transmission/reception

device 2 is provided with a transmission/reception

means 31 means for receiving a timing signal TM
output from the transmission/reception means 15a

of said electronic timepiece 1. and said data trans-

mission/reception device 2 transmits said second

data signal to said electronic timepiece 1 in syn-

chronism with the timing signal TM that is received.

Embodiment 1

The constitution of the data transmis-

sion/reception system 100 will now be described in

furttier detail as embodiment 1. Fig. 1 is a block

diagram of a date reception system in a wrist*type

electronic timepiece equipped with a pace adjust-

ment function according to a first emiDodiment of

the present invention, and wherein reference nu-

meral 1 denotes a wrist-type electronic timepiece

equipped with a cqriverter coil 1.5a for driving the

hands, and 2 denotes a data transmission/reception

device equipped with a transmission/reception coil

31. The transmission/reception coil 31 transmits

and receives data to, and from, the coil 15a for the

converter, i^e., to and from, the coil 15a for dnving

tiie hands. The data transmission/reception device

2 receives, through the transmission/reception coil

31 a timing signal generated from the converter

coil 15a of the wrist-tyjDe electronic timepiece 1,

and transmits to ttie converter coil 1 5a transmission

data in synchronism with a timing signal that is

received.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the circuit of fhe

wrist-type electronic timepiece 1 according to the

present invention, wherein reference numeral 11

denotes an oscillation circuit which employs a

quartz oscillator to generate reference signals. 12

denotes a frequency-rdividing circuit which outputs

a l-^Hz signal and a frequency-divided signal SI

upon Inputtinig an oscillation signal from the oscilia-

tion circuit 11, and reference numeral 13 denotes a

drive-signal-generating circuit which accepts the 1-

Hz signal from the frequency-dividing circuit 12

and outputs to a converter-driving circuit, i.e., to a

hand-driving circuit 14. a motor drive pulse PM as

a timing signal for driving the hands.

Reference numeral 15a denotes a converter for

driving a hand 23, i.e., denotes a hand*driving coil

provided for a hand-driving device 15. the hand-

driving coil 15 working as a transmission/reception

coil for transmitting and receiving the data to, and

from., said data transmissionA-eception device 2.

In this embodiment, a hand drive signal S1l

which is a hand-moving pulse fed to tiie hand-

driving coif 15a turns into a timing signal TM con-

tained in a first data signal 840 that is transmitted

5 to the data transmission/reception device 2 and,

hence, tiie drive signal-generating circuit 13 also

wortcs as a tirhihg signal-generating circuit

Reference numeral 16 denotes a control signal-

generating circuit which accepts the frequency-

7.0 divided signal 81, and outputs many control sig-

nals, such as reception possible signal 82 and like,

to place ihe hand-driving circuit 14 in the receiving

state. Reference numeral 17 denotes a gate circuit

which inhibits or pemnits the passage of a recep-

75 tion signal 812 received from the converter coil 15a

depending upon a detect permit signal 83 output

from the control signal-generating circuit 16, and

reference numeral 18 denotes a pace adjust signal-

detecting circuit which converts the reception sig-

20 .
nal that has passed through the gate circuit 17 into

a pace adjust signal 84.

Reference numeral 19 denotes a shift register

which stores the pace adjust signal 84 from the

pace adjust signal-detecting circuit 18 in response

26 to a data shift signal 85 output from tiie control

signal-generating circuit 16. and outputs a data

signal D1 arid a data signal 02.

Reference numeral 20 denotes a revvrite judg-

ing circuit which judges whetiier the output signal

30 D1 for outputting the date signal stored in the shift

ridjgister 19 is effective or not relying upon a date

judge signal 86 output from the corrtrol signal-

generating circuit 16. and outputs a date rewrite

;Pemnit signal 87 to the control signal-generating

35 circuit 16 when the output signal 01 is proper.

Reference numeral 21 denotes a t>ooster circuit

which works to boost the voltege in response to an

erase signal 88 and a rewrite signal 89 output from

the control signal-generating circuit 16, and outputs

40 a boosted signal 810 tor only a predetermiined

period of time. Referenoe numeral 22 denotes a

pace adjusting amount storage circuit constituted

by a nonvolatile memory or the like, and inputs the

data signal 02 from the shift register 19 and the

45 boosted signal 810 from tiie booster circuit 21 , and

erases or writes the date relying upon the erase

signal 88 or the write signal 89 output from the

control signal-generating circuit 16. Thus, a pace

date D3 is fed from the pace adjusting amount

50 storage circuit 22 to the frequency-dividihg circuit

12.

Rg. 3 is a block diagram of thie circuit of the

date transmission/reception device 2 according to

the present Inyentioh. The data transmis-

55 sion/reoeption device 2 according to this embodi-

ment is a pace adjusting device which receives the

hand-moving pulse from the wrist-type electronic

timepiece i as a pace distect signal, measures the

BNSDOCIO: <EP ^0e3S771A1_U
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pace based thereupon, and transmits a pace adjust

data which is based thereupon.

Reference numeral 31 denotes the coil for

transmission and reception, 32 denotes a transmis-

sion/reception change-over circuit which controls

the change-over operation to receive a first data

signal S4d including a timing signal TM from the

hand-driving coil 15a and to transmit the data to

the hand-<lriving coil 15a depending upon a
change-over signal S21 from a transmis-

ston/ireception .control circuit 39 that will be de-

scribed later. 33 denotes a gate circuit which inhib-

its or permits the passage of the first data signal

S40 that includes the timing signal TM, 34 denotes

a pace signal-detecting circuit which is constituted

by a filter circuit 34a and ah amplifier circuit 34b,

Inputs the timing signal from the gate circuit 33 and

detects it as a pace detect pulse PT, and reference

numeral 35 denotes a period-measuring circuit

which inputs the pace detect pulse PT, measures

an interval among a plurality of pace detect pulses

PT using a reference signal SI3 from a reference

signal-generating circuit 36, and outputs a mea-
sured data D4.

Here, It need not be pointed out that the first

data signal S40 and a isecond data signal S41. that

will be mentioned later and are used In the present

invention, assume the form of electromagnetic sig-

nals when they are practically exchanged between

the electronic timepiece and the data transmis-

sion/reception device.

Reference numeral 37 disnptes a start-of-mea-

surement storage circuit which, upon the manipula-

tion of a switch 38, outputs a system clear signal

S22 for initializing the data transmission/reception

device 2 and, at the same time, outputs a reception

permit signal S23. so that the gate circuit 33 per-

mits the passage of the first data signal S40 from

the hand-driving coil 15a, reference numeral 39

denotes a transmission/reception control circuit

which inputs the pace detect pulse PT and outputs

many control signals such as a change-over signal

S21 and like signals to place the transmis-

sion/reception change-over circuit 32 in the trans-

mitting state, and reference numeral 41 denotes a

pace adjusting amount operation circuit which in-

puts the measured data D4 and starts operating the

amount of pace adjustment in response to an op-

eration instruction signal S24 output from the trans-

mission/reception control circuit 39. After the op-

eration is finished, the pace adjusting amount op-

eration circuit 41 outputs an adjustment amount
data D5 and outputs an operation end signal S25 to

the transmission/reception control circuit 39. Refer-

ence numeral 42 denotes a transmission data prep-

aration :Circu!t which inputs the adjustment amount
data D5 from the pace adjusting anrtpunt operation

circuit 41 and converts it into a data signal D6 in

the form of a binary code. 43 denoteis a rewrite

command-forming circuit which forms a data signal

D7 having such a meaning that the data signal D6
will now be transmitted to the wrist-tyfDe electronic

5 timepiece 1 , reference numeral 45 denotes a dis-

play circuit constituted by a converter circuit which

inputs the adjustment amount data D5 from the

pace adjusting amount operation circuit 41 and
converts it into ppm or a daily variation from a

10 reference value and a drive circuit for driving a
display unit 46 equipped with LCD and the like.

Reference numeraJ 44 denotes a data transfer

circuit which accepts the date signal DiB and the

data signal D7, and is latched by a latch signal S26
75 which is output from the t^ansmission/receptioh

control circuit 39, and outputs a transmiission signal

S28 in which tiie data signal 07 and the data signal

D6 are transformed into serial date in response to

clock signals S27 from a dock-generating circuit

20 40 that will be described below. The transmission

signal S28 is transmitted as a second data signal

S41 from tiie cdl 31 to the side of the electronic

timepiece 1.

Reference numeral 40 denotes a clock generat-

es ing circuit which outputs the clock signal S27 for

driving the data transfer circuit 44 in response to a
start signal S29 output from the tBnsmts-

sion/reception contnDl circuit 39. Further, a trans-

mission end signal S30 output from tiie tiransmiis-

30 sion/reception control circuit 39 resets the start-of-

measurement storage circuit 37 to initialize tiie

data transmission/reception device 2 and, at the

same time, the gate circuit 33 inhibits tiie passage
of a tinriing signal from ttie hand-driving coil 15a.

35 Next, tiie operation of the data reception sys-

tem of ttie wrist-type electronic timepiece 1

equipped with the pace adjustment function con-

stituted as described at)ove, will now be explained

witti reference to a time chart shown in Fig. 4. In an

40 ordinary operation of tiie wrist-type electronic

timepiece 1, the drive signal-^generating circuit 13

receives a l-Hz signal from the frequency-dividing

circuit 12 and outputs a motor drive pulse PM
which is a timing signal. The hand-driving circuit 14

45 receives the motor drive pulse PM and feeds the

hand drive-driving signal S11 to tiie hand-driving

coil 15a which then drives ttie hand-driving device

23 to display tiie time while effecting the one-

second hand movement. After the one-second

50 hand movement is finished, ttie control signal-gen-

erating circuit 16 receives the frequency-dh^ided

signal SI from the frequency-dividing circuit 12

and outputs a reception posisible signal S2 to

change the hand^driving circuit 14 over to the re-

55 ceiving state, such that a transmission signal S28
from the data taransmlssion^oecefption device 2 is

received by the hand-driving coil 15& At the same
time, the control signal-generating circuit 16 out-

6
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puts a detection permit signal S3 so that the gate

circuit 17 pennits the passage of the received

signal Si 2. Thus, the wrist-type electronic

timepiece 1 finishes its hand-moving operation and

is held in a reception possible state for the period

of the reception possible signal S2 juntil the next

hand-moving operation.

In order to receive the timing signal TM from

the wrist-type electronic timepiece 1, on the other

hand, the data transmission/reception device 2 is,

first, initialized by manipulating the switch 38. Upon
mariipulating the switdh 38, the start-of-measure-

ment storage circuit 37 outputs a system clear

signal S22 and a reception permit signal S23. In

response to a change-over signal S21 output from

the transmission/reception control circuit 39 or the

system clear signal S22, the transmission/reception

change-over circuit 32 is changed over to the re-

ception mode so as to receive the timirig signal TM
from the wrist-type electronic timepiece 1. At the

same time. In response, for example, to the system

clear signal 822, the rewrite command-forming cir-

cuit 43 forms and outputs the data signal D7. The
reception permit signal S23 from the start-of-mea-

surement storage circuit 37 controls the gate circuit

33 to permit the passage of the timing signal TM
from the transmission/reception coil 31. The tirning

signal TM of the wrist-type electronic timepiece 1

that is received during this state passes through

the gate circuit 33 and is input to the pace signal-

detecting circuit 34 which then detects a pmce

detect pulse PT which is a first .timing signal TM
(timing t1 in a time chart of Rg. 4). A period-

rneasuring circuit 35 starts counting the reference

signals S13 produced by the reference signal-gen-

erating circuit 36 fronr) the moment t1 when the first

pace detect pulse PT1 was input.

Then, the wrist-type electronic timepiece 1 out-

puts a next timing signal TM, which is then re-

ceived by the transmission/reception coil 31,

whereby the pace signal-detectirig circuit 34 out-

puts a second pace detect pulse PT2 (timing t2 in

the time chart of Rg. 2). The period-measuring

circuit 35 then stops counting the reference signals

S13 and outputs measurement data D4. At the

same time, upon receiving the second pace detect

pulse PT2, the tiBnsmlsslon/reception coritrol cir-

cuit 39 which is the reception tirning signal-gen-

erating means sends an operation instruction signal

S24 to the pace adjusting amount operation circuit

41 which then starts operating the pace adjustirig

amount and outputs an adjusting amount data D5
after the operation is finished and further outputs

ah operation end signal 325 to the transmis-

sion/reception control circuit 39. The adjusting

amount data D5 output from the pace adjusting

amount operation circuit al is converted into a data

signal 06 in the form of a binary code through the

771 A1 12

transmission data-forming circuit 42. The adjusting

amount data D5 is converted into a daily variation

tiirough the display circuit 45 and is displayed oh

the display unit 46.

5 The wrist-type electronic timepiece 1 outputs a

further timing signal TM which is then received by

the taransmission/receptapn coil 31. whereby the

pace signal-detecting circuit 34 outputs a third

pace detect pulse PT3 (timing t3' in the time chart

10 of Rg. 4). Then, the transmission/reception control

circuit 39 that is receiving tiie pace detect pulse

PT3 outputs a latch signal 826, so tiiat the data

signal 07 and the data signal 06 are stored in the

data transfer circuit 44.

IS The transmission/reception control circuit 39

further outputs a change-over signal S21 {ty in the

time chart of Rg. 4) in synchronism with the pace

detect pulse PT3 to place the tiransmis-

sion/reception change-over circuit 32 in the trans-

20 mitting state. In response to a clock signal S27
from the clock-generating circuit 40 operated by a

start signal 829 that is produced next from the

transmission/reception control circuit 39, the data

signal 07 and the data signal 06 stored in tiie data

25 triansfer circuit 44 are successively output as trans-

mission signiaJs 828.

The transmission signals 828 are transmitted

to the wrist-type electronic timepiece 1 via the

transmission/reception change-over drcuit 32 and

30 the transmission/reception coil 31. After the trans-

:mission signals 828 are transmitt^. the transmis-

sion/reception control circuit 39 outputs a transmis-

sion end signal S30. The timings for ti-ansmitting

the above series of transmission signals 828 are in

35 agreement with the state where the control signal-^

generating circuit 16 in the wrist-type electronic

timepriece 1 is outputting the reception possible

signals $2, i.e., in agreement with the receiving

state of the wrist-type electronic timepiece 1 as

40 represented by the change-over signal S21 and the

reception possible signals 82 of the wrist-^pe

electronic timepiece 1 in the time chart of Rg. 4.

The transmission end signal 830 from the

transmission/reception control circuit 39 is input to

45 the start-of-measurement storage circuit 37; i.e.,

the start-pf-measurement storage circuit 37 is re-

set, the reception permit signal 823 is no longer

output, and the gate circuit 33 is closed. Thus, one

pace adjusting operation is finished. The pace ad-

50 justing operation can be carried out again, as de-

sired, by depressing the switch 38.

The transmission signal 828 transmitted from

the data transmission/reception device 2, on the

other hand, will be received by the hand-driving

55 coil 15a of the wrist-type electronic timepiece 1.

The operation will be described hereihbelow. In the

wrist-type electronic timepiece 1 , the reception

possible signal 82 output from the coritrol signal-

7
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generating circuit 16 changes the hand-driving cir-

cuit 14 over to ihe receivirig state, whereby the

transmission signal S28 constituted by a data sig-

nal D7 and a data signal 06 transmitted from the

data transmission/reception device 2 is received by

the hand-driving coil ISa as la reception signal SI 2.

The reception signal SI2 that is received

passes through the gate circuit 17, is detected by a

pace adjust signal-detecting circuit 18, and is out-

put as a pace adjust signal S4. The pace adjust

signals S4 that are detected are successively

stored in the shift register 19 in response to data

shift signals S5 output from the control signal-

generating circuit 16. When the pace adjust signals

84 are stored, the data signal D7 is output as a
data signal D1 to the rewrite judging circuit 20, and
the data signal D6 is output as a data signal 02 to

the pace adjusting amount storage circuit 22.

After having output the data shift signal .85. the

control signal-generating circuit 16 outputs a data

judge signal S6 to the rewrite judging circuit 20.

The rewrite judging circuit 20 judges whether the

data signal D1 is proper or not and outputs a data

rewrite penmit signal 87 when the data signal D1 is

properiy received. When the rewrite judging circuit

20 so judges that the data signal D1 is not proper,

no data rewrite pemnit signal 87 is output, and the

pace is not adjusted.

Upon receipt of the data rewrite permit signal

87, the control signal-generating circuit 16 outputs

an erase signal S8 to set the pac^ adjusting

amount storage circuit 22 to the erase mode and.

at the same time, energizes the t)ooster circuit

821 , so that the data in the pace adjusting amount
storage circuit 22 is erased by a boosted signal

810. Then, the control signal generating dirquit 16

outputs a write signal 89 to set the pace adjusting

amount storage circuit 22 to the write rriode and. at

the same time, energizes the booster circuit 21 so
that the data signal D2 which is the adjusting

amount data is written into the pace adjusting

amount storage circuit 22 In response to the boost-

ed signal 810. Adjustment of pace is thus finished.

According to the timepiece of the above-men-
tioned emt>odiment which produces the hand-mov-

ing pulse every second, there is no need to provide

any special clock pulse circuit since the hand-

moving pulse having a period of one second itself

can be used as a timing signal.

As will be obvious from the abovermentioned

embodiment, the data transmission/recepitioh sys-

tem using an electronic timepiece of the present

invention has a technical feature in that a casting

vote for manipulating the data transmission and
reception is provided on the side of the electronic

timepiece making it possible to adjust the pace
without halting the operation of the electronic

timepiece, as well as to adjust characteristics re-

lated to .various functions arid to effect compensa-
tion operations arbitrarily and at any time.

That is, when the fnrst data signal or the second
data signal is exchanged between the electronic

5 timepiece 1 and the data transmission/recepition

device 2 like in a customary manner, the data

transmission/reception device 2 may output all of

its control instructions to transmit and receive the

data signals. On the side of the etectronic

10 timepiece, however, it is quite uncertain when the

pulse signals for the above operations will be re-

ceived. In order to execute the adjusting oper-

ations, therefore, the operation must be halted on
the side of the electronic timepiece, resulting in the

75 occurrence of the problems mentioned above.

In order not to halt the operatioh of the elec-

tronic timepiece, furthermore, the circuit for execut-

ing the arithmetic operation must inevitably be fab-

ricated to include a storage circuit; l.e., the circuit

20 becomes bulky affecting the size and cost of the

electronic timepiece.

According to the present invention, therefore,

the electronic timepiece does not contain a large

operation circuit and is hence driven with a power
2S source which is as small as possible. In transmit-

ting or receiving the data, an initiative for transmit-

ting or receiving tiie date is given to the side of the

electronic timepiece which has many limitetions, so
that a variety of adjustment operations can be

30 executed without halting the operation of tiie elec-

tronic timepiece, and tiie electronic timepiece is

permitted to carry out important processing while

transmitting and receiving the date.

Concretely speaking, the electronic timepiece 1

35 is provided with timing signal-generating means,
and a predetermined timing signal is transmitted

from the electronic timepiece 1 to the date trans^

mission/reception device 2 while a drive signal for

driving the hands of the electi-onjc timepiece is not

40 being input, and a date related to the result of a
particular processing is received from the date

transmission/reception device .2 while tiie drive sig-

nal for driving the hands lis not being input.

That is, in ttie present invention, when the date
45 Signals are to be transmitted and received, tiie

timings for executing predetermined operations are

all determined by the electronic timepiece. There-
fore, the constitution is simplified, energy is con-

sumed in reduced ampunte, and the cost is de-
50 creased.

TTiat is, tiie above-mentioned first embodiment
of the present invention is concerned with a date

transmission system 100 for electronic timepieces

comprising a date transmission/reception device 2
55 which generates a date signal, and an electronic

timepiece 1 which receives the date signal from
said date taransmission/reception device 2 by utiliz-

ing M coil 15a for driving the hands, wherein said

8
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electronic timepiece 1 is provided with a timing

sjgnal-generating means 13 which generates a tim-

ing signal TM, said data transmission/reception de-

vice 2 is provided with a transmission/reception

means 31 for receiving the timing signal TM which

is a first data signal output from said coil 15a for

driving the . hands, and said data transmis-

sion/reception device 2 transmits a second data

signal otytained through a particular operational pro-

cessing in synchronism with the timing signal TM
that is received.

In the above-mentioned embodiment, further-

more, the timing signal-generating means 13 also

works as a drive signal-generating circuit, and the

timing signal TM becomes a hand drive-driving

signal $11.

Moreover, the data transmission/reception de-

vice 2 has a transmission/reception control circuit

that operates in synchronism with the timing sig-

nals TM to transmit the data signals among the

consecutive timing signals.

That is. in the data transmission/reception sys-

tem using the electronic timepiece according to the

present invention, it is innportant that the electronic

timepiece 1 is so constituted as to rewrite the data

in the electronic timepiece 1 in response to the

second data signal transmitted from the data trans-

mission/reception device 2.

The electronic timepiece according to the

present invention further has a data signal detec-

tion penmitting means 17 which, aftier having gen-

erated tiie timing signal TM. receives the second

data signal transmitted from the data transrhis-

sion/reception device 2 for only a predetermined

reception possible time.

The electronic tinnepiece 1 has means 15 for

driving tiie hands such as conversion means hav-

ing a function for converting a voltage into a rota-

tional driving force Wke a pulse motor or tiie liice.

and wherein tiie coil 15a for driving the hands also

works as tiie tiransmission/reception means, to

which only, however, the invention Is in no way
limited, and a transmission/ireception coil may be
separately provided.

In the present invention, the data signal detec-

tion permitting means 17 is so constituted as to be
operated by the detection permit signal S3 that

sets a reception possible period in the hand non-

driving period between the converted drive signals

S11.

In the present invention, furtiiermore. the data

transmission/reception device 2 generates a sec-

ond data signal S41 obtained ttirough a predeter-

mined operational processing in synchronism with

the timing signal TM contained in the first data

signal transmitted from the electronic timepiece 1.

Embodiment 2

Next, a second embodiment related to the data

transmission/reception system using the electronic

5 timepiece according to the present invention will be
descrit)ed with reference to f=ig. 5.

Fig. 5 IS a block diagram of the circuit of the

wrist-type electronic timepiece 1 according to the

second embodiment of the present invention. This

10 embodiment deals with a dress watch having hour

and minute hands only. In the case of a timepiece

having two hands, the motor drive pulse is output

every after 20 seconds. When a conventional pace
measuring means is used, therefore, the measuring

76 time becomes too long.

Accordingly, provision is made of a pace sig-

nal-generating circuit 52 which inputs a 1 -Hz signal

from a frequency-dividing circuit 50 and outputs a
pace measuring pulse PH of such a piilse width

20 that does not drive the pulse motor maintaining a
period of one second, in order to shorten the

measuring time. According to this embodiment tiie

pace measuring pulse PH output from a pace sig-

nal-generating circuit 52 is used as a timing signal

25 TM instead of using tiie motor drive pulse PM
output from a drive signalTgenerating circuit 51

maintairiirtg a period of 20 seconds.

In Rg. 5, the same reference numerals as

those of Rg. 2 denote tiie same constituent mem^
30 bers and their description is not repeated here.

Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating a concrete con-

stitution of the hand-driving circuit in the wrist-type

electronic timepiece 1 according to the above-men-

tioned first and second embodiment of the present

35 invention.

Symbols Tpl, Tp2. tnl and Tn2 denote driv-

ing MOS transistors which are controlled by a
motor drive pulse PM output from tiie drive signal-

generating circuit 13. Symbols Oil and DI2 denote

40 diodes which work to clamp and shape a signal

received by the hand-driving coil 15a, and output it

to the gate circuit 17.

Described belovf is the operation of the thus

constituted hand-driving circuit 14.

45 In an ordinary hand-moving state, a voltage is

applied across points A and B of the hand-driving

coil 15a to move the hands when Tpl and Tn2 are

turned off and Tnl and Tp2 are turned on, or when
Tnl and Tp2 are turned off and Tpl and Tn2 are

50 turned on. In an ordinary statie, furthermore, Tpl
and Tp2 are turned off. and Tnl and Tn2 are

turned on. so that Vss Is applied across the points

A and B of tiie handrdriving coil 15a.

In this state, when a reception possible signal

55 S2 is input from the control signal-generating cir-

cuit 16, Tnl is turned' on, and Tn2. Tpl and Tp2
are turned off, whereby the point A of tiie hand-

driving coll 15a falls to tiie QND potential (Vss) and

d
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the point B floats. Therefore, the hand-driving coil

15a works as a receiving coil and receives the

signal S28 transmitted from the transmis-

sion/ireception device 2. The received ^gnal at the

point B is clamped and shaped by the diodes DI1

and DI2, and is sent to the gate circuit 17.

According to the emtx)dim6nt of the present

invention, as will be obvious from tlie foregoing

descriptibn, the hand-driving coil in the wrist-typ)e

electronic timepiece also works to receive signals

from the extemal unit Therefore, the data can be
transmitted and received in an ordinary hand-mov-

ing state without halting the operation of the

timepiece during the operation of the functions.

Unlike the prior art, therefore, there is no need of

adjusting the time after the operations of the func-

tions have been finished, and the user will find it

very easy to use. This is also very advantageous

from the standpoint of production.

Embodiment 3

A furtiier example of the data transmis-

sion/reception system of the present invention will

be described below, in detail, as embodiment 3

with reference to Figs. 7 and 8.

When ttie second data signal ti-ansmttted from

the data transmission/reception device is being re-

ceived by the side of the electronic timepiece in

the step of transmitting and receiving the first data

siignal or the second data signal according to tiie

above-mentioned embodiments, the electrk: power

is wastefuily consumed and undesired noise is

picked up in large amounts if tiie reception permit

state is set to be unnecessarily long in tiie elec-

tronic timepiece. According to tiiis embodiment,

tiierefore, the reception possible period of the re-

ceiving means in ttie electronic timepiece is set to

a short state of waiting for reception in order to

decrease the consumption of electric power and to

decrease tiie probability picking up noise, and tiie

reception possible time is lengthened within a re-

quired range during the period of receiving ihe

second data signal.

That is, the data ti'ansmissionyreception system

constituted according to this embodiment is prb-

vkJed with a pemnit time varying means 118 which

is capable of arbitrarily varying the time for permit-

ting die reception of the second data signal trans-

rriltted from the data transmission/reception device

2 after the rtiming signal TM is generated on the

side of the electronic timepiece 1. The permit time

varying means 118 includes a data detection per-

mitting means 14b that permits the passage of the

second data signal, and tiie control signal-generat-

ing circuit 16 that outputs a signal for changing the

time width of the data detection permitting means
14b.

That is. provision is made of the data signal

detection penmittihg means 14b which permits tiie

electronic timepiece to receive the second data

signal only for a predetermined reception possible

5 time.

According to this embodiment, the reception

possible time is set to be short when, for example,

the electronic timepiece 1 is in a sitate of waiting

for the reception and is set to be long when the

TO electi'onic timepiiece 1 is in a receiving state.

The fundamental constitution of this embodi-
ment is nearly the Sjame as the data transmis-

sion/reception system constitijtion of Figs. 1 to 3,

and the circuit constitution in the data transmis-

75 sipn/reception device 2 is the same as that of Fig.

3 tiiough the circuit in the electronic timepiece 1

contains some portions which are different from

thosie of Fig. 2. Described below with reference to

Fig. 7 therefore is the circuit constitution of the

20 electi'onic timepiece 1 giving importance to the

different portions only.

According to this embodiment, a data reception

system 100 constituted by an electronic timepiece

1 compriseis a data transmission/reception device 2
25 for generating data signals, a reference osciliation

circuit 11, a drive signal-generating circuit 13 for

generating motor drive pulses, a hand-driving cir-

cuit 14a, a hand drive 15 driven by the output

signal S11 of the hand-driving circuit 14a, and a
30 hand-driving device 23, and the hand-driving colt

15a coristituting the hand drive .15 is utilized to

receive tiie second data signal from the date fans-

mission/reception device 2, the improvement
wherein the electronic timepiece 1 is provided witii

35 a transmission/reception changerover circuit 119

for receiving tiie second data signal from tiie data

transmission/reception device 2, a judging circuit

for judging the presence or absence of data signal

from the data ti'ansmission/reception device 2, and
40 a control signal-generating circuit 16 which sup-

plies a conti'ol signal to the transmission/reception

change-over circuit 119, wherein said contaroi sig-

nal-generating circuit 16 outputs a first control

pulse SI 02 at a timing different from said motor

45 drive pulse PM to place tiie transmission/reception

change-over circuit 119 in the receiving state for a
short period of time and outputs a second contirol

pulse S1 03 in response to a reception judge signal

from the judging circuit 20 to continuously place

50 the transmission/reception changerover ^circuit 119
in tiie receiving state following said first .control

pulse 8102, so that the signal transmitted from the

data transmission/receiption device 2 is received

during the period In which the first control pulse

55 SI02 and the second control puise SI03 are being

generated.

The electafonic timepiece 1 is further provided

witii a motor drive pulse storage circuit 117 for

10
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storing a motor drive pulse PM that is generated

while the second .control pulse SI 03 is being out-

put^ so that the hands are quickly moved and

corrected according to the data stored in the hand

drive puise storage circuit 117 after the second

control pulse SI 03 has been output.

Fig. 7 is a block diagram of the circuit of the

wrist-type electronic timepiece 1 according to this

embodiment wherein reference numeral 11 de-

notes an oscillation circuit which uses a quartz

oscillator to generate reference signals, and 12

denotes a frequency-dividing circuit which inputs

oscillation signals from the oscillation circuit 11 and

outputs a 1-Hz signal as -a timepiece signal and a
frequency-divided signal 81

.

Reference numeral 1.3 denotes a drive signal-

generating circuit which receives the 1-Hz signal

from the frequency-dividing circurt 12 and outputs

the motor drive pulse PM to the hand-driving circuit

14a. Reference humeral 15a denotes a hand-driv-

ing coil provided for the hand drive 15 to drive the

hand-driving device 23. the hand-driving coil 15a

also worics for transmitting and receiving data to,

and from» the pace adjusting device 2 which is the

data transmission/reception device.

According to this emix)diment.the hand drive-

driving signal S11 fed to the hand-driving coil 15a
becomes a timing signal TM in transmitting and
receiving the data to, and from, the pace adjusting

device 2. Accordingly, the drive signal-generating

circuit 13 also works as a timing signal-generating

circuit. Upon receipt of the motqr drive pulse PM,
the hand-driving coil 15a generates a first data

signal 840 in synchronism with the timing signal

Sir.

Reference numeral 16 .denotes the control sig-

nal-generatirig circuit which, upon receipt of the

frequency-divided signal 81. outputs many control

signals, such as the first reception possible signal

S102 which is the first control pulse, and the sec-

ond reception possible signal Si03 which is the

second control pulse, to place the hand«<lrivinjg

circuit 14a in the receiving state. Reference nu-

meral 14b denotes the reception permitting circuit

which inhibits or permits the passage of the signal

SI2 received from the hand-driving coil 15a de^

pending upon the first reception possible signal

8102 and the second reception possible signal

8103 from the contrpi signal-generating circuit 16.

The reception permitting circuit 14b and the

hand-driving circuit 14a constitute the transmis-

sion/reception change-over circuit 119 that trans-

mits and receives data to. and from, the data

transmission/reception device 2 which is the pace
adjusting device. Reference numeral 117 denotes a
drive signal storage circuit that stores the motor

drive pulse PM generated while the second recep-

tion possible signal S103 is being ou^ut from the

control signal-generating circuit 16. and quickly

moves and conrects the hands according to the

data stored in the drive signal storage circuit 1 17

after the second reception possible signal 8103
5 has t>een output

Reference numeral 18 denotes a pace adjust

signal-detBCttng circuit which converts the signal

SI 2, received from the hand-driving coil 15a and
passing through the reception permitting circuit

10 14b, into a pace adjust signal 84. Reference nu-

meral 29 denotes a shift register which stores the

pace adjust signal S4 from the pace adjust signal-

detecting circuit 18 in response to a data shift

signal 85 from the control siignal-generating circuit

76 16, and outputs a data signal D1 and a data signal

D2. RefererK^e numeral 20 denotes a judging circuit

which judges whether the data signal 01 has been
stored in the shift register 19. i.e., whether the data

has t)een transmitted from the pace adjusting de-

20 vice 2 in response to the data judge signal 86
output from the control sigriahgenerating circuit 16.

When the data has been transmitted, the judging

circuit 20 sends a data rewrite permit signal 87 to

the control signalTgenerating circuit 16. Upon re^

25 ceipt of the data rewrite penriit signal 87, the

control signal-generatirig circuit 16 outputs the sec-

ond reception possible signal .8103 to continuously

place the transmission/reception changeover cir-

cuit 1 lis in the receiving state.

30 According to this embodiment the constitution

of the data transmission/reception device 2 Is the

same as the constitution of &nt>odiments 1 and 2
shown in Rg. 3. and is not descrilied here.

Operation of the data reception system of the

36 wrist-type electronic timepiece 1 equipped with the

thus constituted pace adjusting function will now be
^described with reference to the time chart in Fig. 8.

In an ordinary operation of the wrist-type electronic

timepiece 1, the drive signal-generating .circuit 13

40 receives a 1-Hz signal from the frequency-divkling

circuit 12 and .outputs a motor drive pulse PM
which also serves as a timing signal for transmis-

sion and reception. The hand-driving circuit 14a
receives the motor drive pulse PM and feeds the

45 hand drive signal 811 to the hand-driving coil 15a
whereby the hand drive 15 energizes the hand-
driving device 23 to display the time while effecting

the one-second hand movement At the same time,

the hand-driving coil 15a generates a timinjg signal

60 TM or a first data signal S40 which conteins the

timing signal.

After the one-second hand movement is fin-

ished, the control signal-generating circuit 16 re-

ceives the frequency-divided signal SI from the

55 frequency-dividing circuit 12 iand outputs a first

reception possible signal 8102 to change the hand-
driving circuit 14a over to the receiving state, such
that an electromagnetic adjust signal or the second
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data signal S41 from the pace adjusting device 2 |s

received by the hand^riving coil 15a. At the same
time, the reception permitting circuit 14b is ren-

dered to permit the passage of the reception signal

SI 2.

Under this condition, however, the data has not

yet been transmitted from the pace adjusting de-

vice 2. and the judging circuit 20 does not output

the data rewrite permit signal S7. Therefore, the

control signal-generating circuit 16 ceases to out-

put the first reception possible signal SI02 and no
longer outputs the second recisption possible signal

Si03 for maintaintrig the receiving state.

Hereinafter in the same manner, the control

signal-generating circuit 16 outputs the first recep-

tion possible signal SI 02 after iavery one-second

hand movenrant by the motor drive pulse PM.
When no data is transmitted from the pace adjust-

ing device 2 during the period of the first reception

possible signal SI 02. however, the control signal-

generating circuit 16 does not output the second

reception possible signal SI03 for maintaining the

receiving state but operates as an ordinary

timepiece moving the hands every second.

In order to receive the first data signal S40
from the wrist-type electronic timepiece 1. on the

other hand, the pace adjustirig device 2 which is

the data transmission/reception device is initialized

upon manipulating the switch 38. When the iswitch

38 is manipulated, the start-of-measuriement stor-

age circuit 37 outputs the Sjystem clear signal S22
and the reception pemnit signal 323. The system
clear signal S22 changes the transmis-

sion/reception change-over circuit 32 over to the

reception mode to be able to receive the reference

electromagnetic signal S4 from the wrist-type elec-

tronic timepiece 1. In response to the system clear

signal S22, at the same time, tiie rewrite com-
mand-forming circuit 43 outputs a signal D7. The
reception penmit siignal S23 from the start-of-rhea-

surement storage drcuit 37 controls the gate circuit

33 to penmit the passage of the first data signal

S40 which is a timing signal TM from the transmis-

sion/reception coil 31. When ttie first data signal

S40 which is the timing signal of tiie wrist-type

electronic timepiece 1 is received in tills state, the

received signal is input to the pace signal-detecting

circuit 34 passing through tiie gate circuit 33.

whereby the pace signal-detectinig circuit 34 pro-

cesses the first data signal S40 that is received

and outputs a pace detect pulse FT which is ttie

first timing signal (timing tl in tiie time chart of Rg.

8). The period-measuring circuit 35 starts counting

the reference signals SI3 from the reference sig-

nal^generating drcuit 36 from a moment tl when
the first pace detect pulse Pti is input

Then, as the first data signal S40. which is a
next timing signal, is output from the wrist-type

electronic timepiece 1 and is received by the ti'ans-

mlssion/reception coil 31 causing the pace signal-

detecting circuit 34 to output a second pace de-

tecting pulse PT2 (timing 12 in tfie time chart of

5 Fig. 8), then, the period-measuring circuit 35
ceases to count tiie reference signals S13 and
outputs a measurement data D4. At the same time,

upon receiving the second pace detect pulse

PT2,the transnnission/reception confrol drcuit 39
10 which is the reception timing signalrgenerating

means sends an operation instiiictipn signal ,S24 to

the pace adjusting amount operation drcuit 41

which then starts calculating the pace adjusting

amount. When the calculation is finished, the pace
15 adjusting amount operation circuit 41 outputs the

adjusting amount data 05 and further outputs an
operation end signal S2!5 to the transmis-

sion/reception control drcuit 39. The adjusting

amount data D5 output from the pace adjusting

20 amount operation drcuit 41 is converted by the

transmission data-forming circuit 42 into a data

signal D6 of the form of binary code. Furthermore,

the adjusting amount data D5 is converted into a
daily variation through ttie display drcuit 45 and its

25 value is displayed on the display unit 46.

Then, as the first data signal S4p output from
the wrist-type electronic timepiece 1 is received by
the transmission/reception coil 31 causing a third

pace detect pulse PT3 to be output from the pace
30 signal-detecting circuit 34 (timing t3 in tiie time

chart of Rg.
€f),

the transmission/reception control

circuit 39 ttiat is inputting the pace detect pulse

PT3 outputs the latch signal S26, and the signal D7
and the data signal 06 are stored in the data

35 transfer circuit 44. Moreover, a change-ov»r signal

S21 is output In synchronism with the pace detect

pulse PT3 (t4 in the time chart of Rg. 8), and tiie

transmission/reception changeover drcuit 32 is set

to tiie transmitting state. Then, tiie ID signal 07
40 and tiie data signal D6 stored in ttie data transfer

circuit 44 are sucoassively output as ti'ansmission

signals S28 in response to a dock signal S27 from
the clock-generating drcuit 40 that operates in re-

sponse to tiie start signal that is output next from

45 tiie transmission/reception control drctdt 39, The
ti-ansrriission signal S28 is transmitted through tiie

triansmission/reception change-over circuit 32 and
the transmission/reception coil 31 to the wrist-type

electronic timepiecie 1 as an electromagnetic adjust

50 signal S41 . i.e., as a seOond data signal. After tiie

transmission signals S28 are transmitted, the trans-

mission/reception control circuit 39 outputs a tiBns-

mission end signal S30. The timings for transmit-

ting the above series of transmission signals S28
55 are In agreement with the state of outputting the

change-over signal S21 and outputting the first

reception possible signal Si 02 from tiie control

signal-generating drcuit 16 of the wrist-type elec-

12
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tronic timepiece 1 in the time chart of Rg. 8, i.e„ in

agreement with the receiving state of the wrist-type

electronic timepiece 1. The transmission end signal

S30 from the transmission/reception cbntrot circuit

39 is input to the start-of-measurement storage

circuit 37. As the start-of-^easurement storage cir-

cuit 37 is reset, the reception permit signal S23 is

no longer output, and the gate circuit 33 is closed

(timing t7 in the time chart of Fig. 8). Thus, one

pace adjustirtg operation is finished. When it is

desired to carry out the pace adjusting operation

again, the switch 38 must be depressed.

On the other hand, the second data signal S41

transmitted from the pace adjusting device 2 is

received by the hand-driving coil 15a of the wrist-

type .electronic .timepiece 1. The operation will be

described hereinbelow.

In the wrist-type electronic timepiece 1 as de-

scribed earlier, the transmission/reception charige-

over circuit 119 is changed over to the receiving

state in response to the first reception possible

signal SI02 output from the control signal-generat-

ing circuit 16. and waits for the second data signal

S41 tiiat will be transmitted from the pace adjusting

device 2.

When the second data signal S41 is transmit-

ted from tiie pace adjusting device 2, tiie signal

S41 constituted by the signal D7 and tiie data

signal D6 is received as a reception signal S12 by

the hand-driving coil 15a at a timing of the first

reception possible signal S102. The reception sig-

nal SI 2 is then detected by the pace adjust signal-

detecting circuit 18 via the reception permitting

circuit 14b. and is output as a pace adjust signal

84 and is then successively stored in the shift

register 19 iri response to a data shiiFt signal S5
output from the control signal-generating circuit 16.

As the stored pace adjust signal S4 corresponds to

the signal D7 sent from tiie pace adjusting device

2. the ID signal D7 is output as a data signal D1 to

the judging ciricuit 20.

At tills moment, tiie cdnti^l signal-generating

circuit 16 outputs a data judge signal S6 to the

judging circuit 20 which then judges whether the

data signal D1 is present or not. When there is no

data signal D1, the data rewrite permit signal S7 is

not output Therefore, the control signal-generating

circuit 16 does not output the second reception

possible signal S3 that continuously places the

transmission/reception change-over circuit 119 in

tiie receiving state, and the pace .adjustment is not

carried out

The judging circuit 20 outputs the data rewrite

permit signal S7 when there is a data signal D1

(timing t5 in the time chart of Rg. 8). Accordingly,

the control signal-generating circuit 16 outputs a

second reception possible signal S103 to continu-

ously place the transmtsston^eception change-over

circuit 14 in the receiving state and. at the same
time, outputs tiie idata shift signal S5, so tiiat the

pace adjust signal 84 corresponding to the data

signal D6 transmitted from the pace adjusting de^

5 vice 2 is stored in tiie shift register 19.

In response to the second reception possible

signal S103, the drive .:slgnal storage circuit 117

starts storing ttie motor drive pulse PM, Here, the

motor drive pulse was been stored at the moment
10 t6 in the time chart of Rg. 8. As the time passes in

which the electi'pmagnetic adjust signals S41 trans-

mitted from the pace adjusting device 2 are re-

ceived, the control signal-generating circuit 16

ceases to output the second reception possible

IS signal SI 03. lit^erates the transmission/reception

change-over circuit 14 from the receivihg state,

and, at the same time, quickly moves and corrects

the hands according to the data stored in the drive

signal storage circuit 117 (timing 17 in tiie time

20 chart of Rg. 8). Then, the control signal^generating

circuit 16 outputs an erase signal S8 to set the

pace adjusting amount storage circuit 22 which is

the system memory to tiie erase mode and. at the

same time, to operate tiie booster circuit 821. so

25 that the data in the pace adjusting amount storage

circuit 22 is erased by a boosted signal S10. The
control signal generating circuit 16 tiieh outputs a

write signal S9 to set the pace adjusting amount

storage circuit 22 to the write mode and. at the

30 same time, to operate the booster circuit 21 tiiere-

by to write the data signal D2 which is tiie adjust^

ing amount data onto the pace adjusting amount
storage circuit 22. The adjustment of pace Is thus

finished.

35 According to tills embodiment as will be ob-

vious from tiie foregoing description, the hand-

driving coil in the wri$t-type electironic timepiece is

also utilized as a reception coil for receiving signals

from the external unit, a state of waiting for the

40 reception of a minimum period of time is provided,

the receiving state is established when the signal

received in this state is a proper signal and where-

by data signals are received while preventing erro-

neous operation that may caused by distur-

45 bance. Furthermore, 1 -Hz signals generated while

the pace is automatically adjusted are stored and

are used for quickly moving and correcting the

hands after the pace is automatically adjusted. It Is

tiius offers a highly reliable wrist-type electronic

50 timepiece to the users and presents great advan-

tages ifrom the standpoint of production.

The foregoing embodiments have dealt with

the cases of executing the so-called pace adjust-

ment tor adjusting the time of the electronic

55 timepiece. As mentioned earlier, however, it will

become necessary tp carry ..out predeterrriined ad-

justing operations for a variety of functions pos-

sessed by a multi-functional electronic timepiece.

13
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Therefore, the data trarismlsslonyreception sys-

tem for the electronic timepiece of the present

invention must have a mechanism that makes It

possible to easily carry out the adjusting operations

as a matter of course. 5

According to the present invention, therefprei

the first signal output from the electronic timepiece

is used as a characteristic data signal related to the

electronic timepiece. In this enibodiment, further-

more, the electronic timepiece is provided with a to

characteristic data-generating means 137 which

generals the characteristic data signal and a stor-

age means for storing the characterislic data set-

ting value.

According to this embodiment furthemiore, the ?6

data transmission/reception device 2 has a char-

acteristic data signal-detecting means for detecting

the characteristic data signal output from the elec-

troriic timepiece 1 and a data signal-forming means
for forming, in lesponse to the characteristic data 20

signal, a characteristic data signal setting value that

serves as a second data Signal which will be trans-

mitted to the electronic timepiece. The characteris-

tic data signal is one which is selected from an

acoustic signal, a pressure characteristic signal, a 25

temperature signal and the like signals.

When the characteristic data signal is a pres-

sure ^^gnal, then the characteristic data signal-

detecting means is a pressure signal-detecting

means for detecting the pressure signal in an envi- 30

ronment where tt^^ electronic timepiece is placed,

the characteristic data-setting means is a pressure-

setting means, and the data signal-forming means
is a pressure setting data-forming means.

When the characteristic data signal is a tem- 35

perature signal, tiie characteristic data signal-de-

tecting means is a temperature signal-detecting

means for detecting the temperature in an environ-

ment where the electronic time piece is placed, tiie

characteristic data-setting means is a temperature- 40

setting means, and the data signal-forming means
is a temperature setting data-fomning means.

Embodiment 4

45

A further embodiment of the data transrhis-

sion/ireception system using the electronic

timepiece according to the present invention will be
described next witii reference to Figs. 9 to 12.

This emtK)dlment deals with an electronic so

timepiece having an acoustic function witii refer-

ence to Figs. 9 to 12 and In which tiie sound
volume-adjusting operation is carried but by detect-

ing an acoustic signal, i.e., a sound volume signal,

output from the acoustic device. 55

In the conventional electronic timepieces hav-

ing an acoustic :function, the sound volume may
decrease depending upon tiie structure of the

timepiece case even if the sound volume is set

constant in the timepiece module. The sound vol-

ume can be adjusted by providing an IC witii a CR
oscillator that sets a sounding frequency and ad-

justing the sounding frequency in an analog :man-

ner by using a trimmer capacitor or a tilmmer
resistor such that the sound volume i>ecomes a
maximum depending upon the sbucture of the in-

dividual timepiece case. According to Japanese
Unexamined Utility Model Publication (Kokai) No.
5-2575, there has been proposed an electronic

timepiece with a notifying function in which a soun-
ding frequency that makes the sound volume maxi-
mum is digitally set and the thus set value is

stored.

Even if a maximum sound is accomplished in

the stage of module according to the atx)ve sys-

tem, however, the sound volume changes when tiie

back is closed. It therefore becomes necessary to

set the rnaximum sound by repeating the adjust-

rhent, i.e., adjusting the sound volume while the

back is open, closing the badk to test the sound
volume, and repeating this operation. This embodi-
ment is to eliminate tiie above-mentioned defect,

and provides an electronic timepiece witii acoustic

function which is capable of setting a sound fre-

quemcy tiiat produces tiie ma3amum sound volume
in tfie finished timepiece without tiie need of at-

taching and detaching tiie back.

In order to accomplish tiie above-mentioned
object, the constitution according to this embodi-
nrient comprises an electronic timepiece 1 having

an acoustic function and a sound volume-adjusting

device 2 for adjusting the sound volume of the

electronic timepiece, wherein tiie electix>nic

timepiece 1 has an acoustic device 137, a sound
volume-adjusting circuit tiiat changes the signals

supplied to the acoustic device, and an input

means for inputting a control signal from the sound
volume-adjusting circuit, tiiereby to output acoustic

signals that chiange successively, and tiie sound
volume-adjusting device has a microphone 6 which
is a sound-detecting means, a sound volume set-

ting data-forming means, and ah output means,
thereby to detect different acoustic signals from tiie

electronic timepiece, to judge an optimum sound
volume and to output a judgement signal thereof.

Depending upon the judgement signal Input to tiie

iriput means from the sound volume-adjusting de-
vice, the electronic timepiece sets an optimunr)

sound signal to the ispund volume-adjustirig circuit

Constitution of tills embodiment will now be
descrit)ed with reference to the drawings. Rg. 9 is

a block diagram of a system for adjusting the

sound volume of an electronic timepiece equipped
witti an acoustic function according to this embodi-
ment The fundamental constitution is the same as
that of Rg. 1, and wherein, reference numeral 1

14
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denotes an electronic timepiece equipped with a

hand-driving coil 15a for driving the hands and an

acoustic device 137. Reference numeral 2 denotes

a sound volume-adjusting device which is a data

transmission/reception device and is equipped with

a transmission/reception coil 31 and a microphone

.60 which is the sound-detecting device. The trans-

missiony^eception coll 31 transmits and receives

data to, and from, the hand^riving coil 15a.

The microphone 60 works to detect the sound

from the acoustic device 137. The sound volume-

adjusting device 2 transmits, to the handrdriving

coil 15a, the sound volume setting data which is a

second data signal in the form of an electromag-

netic setting signal S41 in response to the timing

signal S40 every time when the electromagnetic

timing signal that is the first <lata signal transmitted

from the hand-driving coil 15a of the electronic

timepiece 1 is received by the transmis-

sion/reception coil 31 . That is. the sound volumes

output from tiie acoustic device 137 are succes-

sively measured, a maximum sound volume is

judged depending upon the measured result, and a

sound volume setting data which sets ia maximum
sound volume is transmitted as the electromagnetic

setting signal S41 to the hand^drtving coil 15a in

synchronism with the timing signal S40.

Fig. 10 is a block diagram illustrating the circuit

of the electronic timepiece 1 according to this

embodiment, wherein reference numeral 11 de-

notes an oscillation circuit employing- a quartz os-

cillator to generate reference signals, 12 denotes a
frequency-dividing circuit which receives oscillation

signals from ttie oscillation circuit 11 and outputs

frequency-divided signals SI, Si 25 and a 1-Hz

signal, and reference numeral 25 denotes a
timepiece circuit which receives the 1-Hz signal

from the frequency-dividing circuit 12. canies out

the timepiece operation and outputs time data R.
Reference numeral 26 denotes a to-be-notified-

time setting circuit which, when a time-notifying

function is selected by a function selection circuit

28 that will be described later, sets a to-be-notified

time in response to a correction signal S126 from a

correction circuit 29 and, at the same time, outputs

the thus set tp-be-notified time as a to-b&fiotified-

time data Pa.

Reference numeral 27 denotes a coincidence

detecting circuit which compares the time data Pt

with the to-be-notified-time data Pa and outputs a

comparison signal 8113. Reference numeral 28

denotes the function selection circuit which outputs

a select signal S114 for selecting tifie timepiece

function and the time-notifying function when a

function selection switch KS is manipulated being

linked to an extemal operation member, and 29

denotes the connsction circuit which outputs a cor-

rection signal .3126 for correcting tiie timepiece

function or for correcting the time of the time-

notifying function selected by tiie function selection

circuit 28.

Reference numeral 30 denotes a selection cir^

5 cult which is conti-olled by a sounding selection

switch NS tiiat is operated by an extemal operation

member, and altematingly outputs the sounding

conti-ol signals Si 15 for controlling whether the

time be notified or not when the time data Pt and
10 the to-be-notified-time data Pa are in agreement as

detected by the coincidence detecting circuit 27.

Reference numeral 131 denotes a display

change-over circuit which inputs the time data R
and the to-be-notified-time data Pa. selects one of

76 them depending upon the select signal S1 1 4 of the

function selection circuit 28. and outputs it as a
display data Px, 132 ..denotes a decoder/driver cir-

cuit which inputs the display data Px and lets

various function data to be displayed on a display

20 unit 133. and reference numeral 135 denotes a

gate circuit which inputs tiie sounding control sig-

nal S115 and the comparison signal S113. and

outputs a sound output permit signal S123 which

drives tiie acoustic device 137.

25 Reference numeral 13 denotes a drive signal-

generating circuit which receives the l-Hz signal

from the frequency-dividing circuit 12 and ou^suts

to the hand-driving circuit 14 a motor drive pulse

PM as a timing signal for driving the hands, refer-

so ~ ence numeral 15a denotes a hand-driving coil pro-

vided for tiie hand drive 15 to drive the hand-

driving device 23, the hand-driving coil 15a also

working as a transmission/reception coil for trans-

mitting and receiving data to. and from, the auto-

35 matic sound volume-settinjg device 2.

In this embodiment the hand driv&Hjriving sig^

nal S1 1 fed to the hand^iriving coil 1 5a serves as a
timing signal sent to tiie sound volume-adjusting

device 2 and, hence, the drive signal-generating

40 circuit 13 also wori(S as a timing signal-generatir^

circuit. Reference numeral 24 denotes the crown

for correcting the time.

Reference numeral 16 denotes a conti-ol signal-

generating circuit which receives the frequency-

45 divided signal SI and outputs many control signals

such as reception permit signal S2 and the like

signals to place the hand-drivirig circuit 14 in the

receiving state, and 17 denotes a gate circuit which

inhibits or permits the passage of the signal Si

2

50 received from the hand-driving coil 15a depending

upon the detection permit signal S3 output from

the control signalrgenerating circuit 16.

Reference numeral 18* denotes a sound vol-

ume setting signal-detecting circuit which converts

55 the reception signal that has passed through the

gate circuit 17 into a sound volume setting signal

84', and 190 denotes a sound volume selection

circuit which stores .tiie sound volume setting signal

15
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:S4* from the sound volume setting signal-detecting

circuit 18' in response to the data shift signal S5
from the control signalrgenerating circuit 16, and

outputs a sound yolurhe setting data signal D1 1

.

Reference numeral 120 denotes a data de-

coder which decodes the sound volume setting

data signal D11 stored by the sound volume selec-

tion circuit 190 in response to the data judge signal

SB output from the control signal-generating circuit

16, feeds a test signal S1 19 to a control circuit

122c that will be described later and feeds the data

rewrite permit signal S7* to the control signal-gen-

erating pirouit 16, and reference numeral 21 de-

notes a booster circuit which executes the boosting

operation in response to the erase signal S8 and

the write signai S9 output from the control signal-

generating drcutt 16 in order to output a boosted

signal S10 for only a predetermined period of time.

Reference numeral 122 denotes a sound vol-

ume-adjustinig circuit which is constituted as de-

scribed betow. Reference numeral 122a denotes a

volume signalrgenerating circuit which inputs a fre-

quency-divided signal SI 25 from the frequency-

dividing circuit 12 and forms a plurality of acoustic

signals S117. Reference numeral 122b denotes ah

acoustic signal-setting qrciiit constituted by a non-

volatile memory or the like memory which receives

a volume setting data signal D1 from the volume

selection data-forming circuit 190 and a boosted

signal 810 from the booster circuit 21. and from

which data is erased or into which data Is written

by an erase signal 88 or a write signal 89 from the

control signal-generating circuit 16, and then sends

a sound volume select signal 8118 to a selection

circuit 122d that will be described later. Since the

acoustic signal-setting circuit 122b is constituted

by a nonvolatile memory of the like memory, the

volume select data signal D1 stored therein is not

erased but remains therein even when the cell is

replaced. Reference numeral 122c denotes a con-

trol circuit which receives a test signal 8119 from

the data decoder 120, and feeds a select signal

8120 for testing to the selection circuit 122d that

will be described later and further feeds a monitor

drive signal 8121 to an acoustic drive circuit 136

that will be described later. Reference numeral

122d is the selection circuit which selects the

acoustic signal 8117 in response to the select

signai SI 20 for testing from the control circuit 122c

or the volume select signal 8118 from the acoustic

signal-setting circuit I22b, and outputs a sound

signal 8122. Reference numeral 136 is the acoustic

drive circuit which inputs the sound signal 8122

selected by the selection circuit 122d in response

to the monitor drive signal 8121 or the sound

output permit signal SI23 from the gate circuit 135,

and outputs an acoustic drive signal 8124 for driv^

ing the acoustic device 137.

Fig. 11 is a block diagram illustrating the circuit

of an automatic sound volume-setting device 2
which is used as a data transmission/reception

device in this emlK)diment. The automatic sound

5 volume^setting device 2 according to this embodi-

ment receives through the transmission/reception

coil .31 tiie first data signal 840 generated from ttie

hand-driving coil 15a of the electronic timepiece 1,

and detects the sound volume from the acoustic

70 device 137 and measures it successively. Relying

upon the result of measurement, the automatic

sound volume-setting device 2 fomns volume set-

ting data which renders the sound volume of the

electronic timepiece 1 a maximum, and transmits

75 the volume setting data as tiie second data signal

841 to the hand-driving coil 15a in synchronism

with tiie first data signal 840.

Reference numeral 31 denotes the transmis-

sion/reception coil, 141 denotes a transmis-

20 slon/raception change-over circuit which receives

the timing signal from tiie hand-driving coil 15a and

transmits tiie volume setting data to the hand-

driving coil 15a in response to the change-over

signal 846 from a transmission/reception control

25 circuit 145 tiiat will be mentioned later. 142 de-

notes a gate circuit which inhibits or permits \he

passage of tiie electromagnetic timing signal 840,

and 143 denotes a received signal-detecting circuit

which Is constituted by a filter circuit 143a and an

30 amplifier circuit 143b, receives the timing signal

840 from tiie gate circuit 142, and outputs it as a
receiyed signal detect pulse PT.

Reference numeral 154 denotes a start-of-mea-

surement storage circuit which, when a switch 153

35 is manipulated, outputs a system clear signal 849
for initializing tiie sound volume-adjusting device 2
which is anotiier iom of the data transmis-

sion/reception device and further outpute the re-

ception pennit signal 848, so that tiie gate circuit

40 "[^2. permits the passage of the timing signal from

the hand-driving coil 15a. Reference numeral 145

derioles a transmission/reception control circuit

which inputs tiie received signal detect pulse PT
and outputs many control signals such as the

45 change-over signal 846 which places the transmis-

sion/reception change-over circuit 141 in tiie trans-

mitting state. Reference numeral 144 denotes an

address counter which inputs the reception signal

detect pulse PT and outputs an address data D1

50 for designating the address of the sound volume

data storage circuit 147 tiiat will be mentioned

later.

Reference numeral 146 denotes a sound vol-

ume-measuring circuit constituted by a filter circuit

55 146a, an amplifier circuit 146b and an A-D con-

verter circuit 146c, which receives an acoustic sig-

nal detected by the microphone 60 and outputs a
volume measurement data D7 which has.t»een con-
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verted into a digital signal. Reference numeral 147

denotes a volume data storage circuit which stores

the volume measurement data D7 measured by the

voiume-measuring circuit 146 in a place designated

by the address data P1 of the address counter

144, and successively outputs the measured data

that have been stored as stored volume data D4 in

response to read signals S141 from the transmis-

sion/reception control circuit 145.

Reference numeral 148 denotes a maximum
sound-detecting circuit which inputs the stored vol-

ume data D4 and begins calculating a maximum
sound volume out of the stored volume data D4
stored in the volume data storage circuit 147 in

response to an operation instruction signal S43

from the transmission/reception control circuit 145.

After the operation is finished, the address of the

volume data storage circuit 147 storing the maxi-

mum sound volume is output as a volume setting

data D5, and an operation end signal S42 is output

to the transmission/reception control circuit 145. A
volume setting datarforming means 1006 is con-

stituted by the volumenfTieasuring circuit 146. vol-

ume data storage circuit 147 and maximum sound-

detecting dircuit 146. Reference numeral 149 de-

notes a transmission data-forming circuit which in-

puts the volume setting data D5 from the maximum
sound-detecting circuit 148 and converts it into a

transmission data signal D6 of the form of a binary

code.

Reference numeral 150 denotes a transfer cir-

cuit which receives the transmission data signal

D6, is latched by a latch signal S50 output from the

transmission/reception control circuit 145. and out-

puts a transmission signal S41 In which the trans-

mission data signals D6 are arranged in series in

response to clock signals S45 frorh the clock-

generating circuit 152 which outputs a clock signal

S45 for driving the transfer circuit 150 in response

to the drive signal S44 output ifrom the transmis-

siion/reception control circuit 145. The transmission

end signal S47 output from the transmis-

sion/reception control circuit 145 resets the start-of-

measurement storage circuit 154 to initialize the

sound volume-adjusting device 2 and, at the same
time, causes the gate circuit 142 to Inhibit the

passage of the timing signal from the hand-driving

coil 15a

Described bejow Is the operation of the thus

constituted sound volume-adjusting system of the

electronic timepiece 1 with reference to a time

chart of Rg. 12. In an ordinary operation of the

electronic timepiece 1. the drive signal-generating

circuit 13 receives the l-Hz signal from ^the fre-

quency-dividing circuit 12 and outputs the motor

drive pulse PM which is a timing signal. The hand-

driying circuit 14 receives the motor drive pulse

PM and feeds the hand drive-driVing signal S11 to
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the hand-driving coil 15a which then drives the

hand-driving d^ce 23 to display the time on the

basis of one-second hand movement.

After the one-second hand movement, the con-

5 frol signal-generating circuit 16 receives the fre-

quency-dividing signal Si from the frequency-dl-

vicjBng circuit 12 and outputs the reception possible

signal S2 which then changes the hand-driving

circuit 14 over to receiving the transmission signal

10 S41 from the data transmission/reception deyioe 2

through the hand-driv'mg coil I5a. At the same
time, the control signal-generating circuit 16 out-

puts the detection permit signal S3 which causes

the gate circuit 17 to permit the passage of the

76 reception signal Si 2. The hand-moving operation is

thus finished and the electronic timepiece 1 is

maintained in the reception possible state for the

period of the reception possible signal S2 before

the next hand-moving operation.

20 In this reception possible state, the control sig-

naKgenerating circuit 16 outputs the data shift sig-

nal S5. so that a volume setting signal S4' is stored

in the volume selection data-forming circuit 190.

The data decoder 120 decodes the volume select

25 data signal D1 from the volume select data-fomning

circuit IdO. and outputs tiie test signal S11^ or the

data rewrite permit signal ST*. At this moment,

however, the data decoder 120 outputs tiie test

signal S1 19 since no data has been received from

30 the sound volume-adjusting device 2. The control

circuit 122c feeds Xo the selection circuit 122d the

select signal S120 for testing that is stepped up

every time when the test signal Si 19 is input and,

at the sarne time, feeds the motor drive signal

35 SI 21 to the acoustic drive circuit 136. As a result,

tile sounding signal SI22 selected by the selection

circuit 122d is fed to tiie acoustic drive circuit 136,

and sound is produced from the acoustic device

137.

40 To receive the timing signal from the elecfroriic

timepiece 1 . on the other hand, the sound volume-

adjusting device 2 is initialized upon the manipula-

tion of the switch 153. Upon manipulating the

switch 153, tiie start-of-measurement storage cir-

45 cult 154 outputs the system dear signal S49 and

the reception permit signal S48. the fransmis^

sion/reception change-over circuit 141 Is changed,

by tiie system clear signal S49, over to the receiv-

ing state to receive tiie timing signal from the

50 electronic timepiece 1. At the same time, ttie ad-

dress counter 144 Is Initialized to designate ad^

dress 0 of a sound volume data storage circuit 147

which stores the sound volume storage data D7.

the reception permit signal S48 output from the

55 start-of-measurement storage circuit 154 controls

the gate circuit 142 to permit tiie passage of the

timing signal from the transmission/reception coil
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The first data signal S40 from the electronic

timepiece 1 that is received in this state is input to

the reception sigriai-detectirig circuit 143 passing

through the gate circuit 142, The reception signal-

detecting circuit 143 then detects a reception sig-

nal detect pulse PTI which is the first timing signal

(timing t1 in the time chart of Fig. 12). The address

value of the address counter 144 is stepped up
after a predetermined period of time has passed
from the detection of the reception signal detect

pulse PTI, and an acoustic signal output by the

microphone 60 that has detects the sound pro^

duced by the acoustic device 137 of the electronic

timepiece 1 is measured by the sound volume*

measuring circuit 146 and the sound volume mea-
surement data 07 is stored in the sound volume
data storage circuit 147.

In response to tiie reception signal detect pulse

PT1 1 , the transmission/reception control circuit 145

outputs a control signal for calculating a maximum
value from the measurement data stored in the

sound volume data storage circuit 147. Rrst, the

read signal S41 is output to successively output

the measurement data stored in the sound volume
data storage circuit 147, and the operation instruc-

tion signal S43 is output to the maximum sound-

detecting circuit 148 to calculate a maximum value

from the measurement data. When the operation is

finished, the maximum sound-detecting circuit 148

outputs the address of the sound volume data

storage circuit which is storing the maximum sound
volume value as the sound volume setting data Pj5

and further outputs the operation end signal S43 to

the transmission/reception control circuit 145, The
volume setting data D5 is converted into a trans-

mission data signal D6 tiirough tiie transmission

data-forming circuit 149.

Upon receiving the operation end signail S43,

the transmission/reception control circuit 145 out-

puts a latch signal S50 for storing the transmission

data signal D6 in the transfer circuit 150. The
transmission/reception control circuit 145, at the

same time, outputs the change-over signal S46 to

change the transmission/reception change-over cir-

cuit 141 over to the transmitting state. The trans-

mission/reception control circuit 145 further outputs

the start signal S44 to start the clock-generating

circuit 152,

The clock-generating circuit 152 outputs the

clock signal S45 for driving the transfer circuit 150.

The transmission data S41 output from the transfer

circuit 144 Is transmitted as an electromagnetic set

signal S41 through the transmission/reception coil

31 to the hand-driving coil 15a. When the transmis-

sion is finished, the transmission/reception control

circuit 145 outputs the charige-ov^r signal S46 to

change the transmission/reception change-over cir-

cuit 141 over to the receiving state and, at the

same time, outputs the transmission end signal

S47 to reset the start-of-measurement storage cir-

cuit 154.

On the other hand, the electromagnetic set

6 signal $41 transmitted from the sound volume-
adjusting device 2 is received by the hand-driving

coil 15a of the electronic timepiece 1. The opera-

tion will now be described. In the electronic

timepiece 1 , the hand-driving circuit 14 is changed
to over to the receiving state in response to the

reception possible signal S2 from the conti^i sig-

nal-generating circuit 16, and tiie transmission sig-

nal from the sound volume-adjusting device 2 is

received by the hand-drivirig coil 15a as the recep-

75 tion signal $12.

The reception signal S12 passes through the
gate circuit 17 and is output as a sound volume set

signal S4* after detected by a sound volume set

signal-detecting circuit 18*. The detected sound
20 volume set signals S4' are succes^ty stored in

the sound volume selection data-forming circuit

190 ifi response to ttie data shift signals S5 output

from the control signal-generating circuit 16. After

the sound volume set signals S4' are all stored, the

25 date decoder 120 decodes the sound volume se-

lect data signal D1 . When It is detected that the

date have been transmitted from the sound vol-

ume-adjusting device 2, tiie data rewrite permit

signal S7* is output to tirie contiiol signalrgenerating

30 circuit 116.

Upon receiving the date rewrite permit signal

87*, tiie control signal-generating circuit 16 outputs

the erase signal S8 which sets the acoustic signal-

setting circuit 122b to ttie erase mode and, at the

35 same time, operates the booster circuit Si 21. so
that the data in the acoustic signal-setting circuit

122b is erased by tiie boosted signal S10. The
control signal-generatiifig circuit 16 then outputs the

write signal S9 to set tiie acoustic signal-setting

40 circuit 122b to the writing mode and, at tiie same
time, to operate tiie booster circuit 21, so that the

sound volume sdlect date signal D1 is written into

the acoustic signal-setting circuit 122b by the

boosted signal Si 0 thereby to complete the sound
4S volume adjustment.

in the present invention, the maximum sound
volume is detected by measuring tiie sound vol-

ume maintaining an interval of one second. It is,

however, possible to shorten tiie interval of mea-
50 sMrement to shorten the time.

According to tiiis embodiment as will be ob-
vlouis from the foregoing description, it is possible

to provide an electronic timepiece that makes it

pc^sible to easily select a sounding frequency for

55 obtaining a maximum sound volume in any
timepiece case structure and that is not adversely

affected by any ejctemal factor such as shocks
applied to tite timepiece ^since tiie selected values
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of the frequency have been digitally stored, and

thus it has ian acoustic function having reliability for

extended periods of time.

The electronic timepiece 1 which is the final

product containing the acoustic device that gen-

erates the acoustic signal in response to the sec-

ond data signal as mentioned in the above embodi-

ment is completed by fabricating the module unit

for mounting the counting circuit and acoustic sig-

nal-generating circuit and the case in separate

steps, and then combining them together. In such

an electronic timepiece, the acoustic signal is usu-

ally adjusted in the step of fabricating the module

unit in such a manner that the acoustic signal

obtained after the module unit is joined to the case

becomes a maximum.

In many cases, however, a maximum acoustic

signal is not obtained as designed after the case

and the module unit are joined together due to

changes in many factors.

In such a case, therefore, the case is removed

from the once completed electronic timepiece, and

adjustment is carried out again relying upon de-

viation data from the previous time in light of ex-

perience while expectihg a predetermined rarige of

adjustment

At present, however, there is no guarantee that

a proper acoustic signal will be obtained after the

re-adjustment operation.

The above-mentioned embodiment of the

present invention, therefore, is to provide a data

transmission/reception system which, after the

module unit and the case have been joined to-

gether, makes it possible to accomplish correct

adjustment by using ian external data transmission

means, such that a maximum sound volume is

obtained from the acoustic signal.

Concretely speaidhg, as described above, the

acoustic signal generating means provided on the

side of the module unit is equipped with a plurality

of acoustic signal output circuits having different

output levels, and predetermined acoustic signals

are output from the individual acoustic signal out-

put circuits at predetermined timings to the data

transmission/receptipn device 2. That is, the acous-

tic signals are received by the .microphone in the

data transmission/reception device 2, their output

levels are detected, and the results are stored in

the predetermined storage means in the order re-

ceived.

After the acoustic signals are all transmitted

from the electronic timepiece 1 to the data trans-

mission/reception device 2, the electronic

timepiece 1 outputs a suitable inquiry data and

requests the data transmissiori/reception device 2

to sends back a data signal related an acoustic

signal that nnakes the output level maximum among

the plurality of acoustic signals that were output.

Then, the data transmission/reception device 2

sends an acoustic signal that makes the output

level .maximum out of the data stored in the stor-

age means and further sends, depending upon the

.5 cases, the output level thereof back to the elec-

tronic timepiece 1. Based upon the data signal, the

electronic timeptece selects only such an acoustic

signal output circuit that makes the output level

maximum out of the plurality of acoustic signal

10 output circuits, and interrupts the functions of the

other acoustic signal ou^Dut circuits.

Example 5

75 The data transmission/reception system using

the electronic timepiece eqiiipped with sensor

functions abcording to a second aspect of the

present invention will now be described with refer-

ence to Rjgs. 13 to 18.

20 As mentioned earlier, there have been pro-

posed many multi-functional electronic timepieces.

Among them, multi-functional electronic timepieces

having such sensor functions as atmospheric pres-

sure-measuring function, temperature-measuring

25 function, attitudemneasuring function and like func-

tions, have been widely used.

In such multi-functional electronic timepieceis, it

is required tiiat the sensor functions must be prop-

erly working at all times. In fact, however, the

30 functionis operate slightiy differentiy depending

upon the environmentel conditions in which the

electronic timepieces are placed, and rt is difficult

to cbn-ectiy obtain the required data.

In an electronic timepiece having an atmo-

35 spheric pressure-display function, for example, tiie

atifnospheric pressure data Is usually adjusted in

the module stage accompanied, however, by a

problem in that the adjusted data deviates after the

module is incorporated in the timepiece and the

40 atmospheric pressure is not property displayed.

As a method of solving the above-mentioned

problem inherent in the ixior art, Japanese patent

Application No. 62-266311 or U.S. Patent No.

4879669 proposes an electronic timepiece having

45 sensor functions, comprising an amplifier circuit for

amplifying sensor output signals and an A/D con-

verter circuit for subjecting the output of tiie am-

plifier circuit to the A/D conversion, wherein the two

output date from tiie A/D converter circuit are

50 stored in the two memories which are selected by

manipulating tiie external control tenminals, sensor

characteristic equation is calculated from tiie two

date stored in the two memories, and the output

date of the A/D converter circuit is displayed on a

55 display unit as sensor data which complies with the

sensor characteristic. equation (e.g., see Japanese

Patent Applkiation No. 62-26631 1 , USP 4879669).
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The above-mentioned adjusting method can be

digitally carried out maicing it possible to realize

products that stably operate for extended periods

of time compared with those obtained relying upon

the mechanical adjustment using adjustment resis-

tors and the like. In practice, however, though ma-

nipulation of the external control terminals makes .it

possible to accomplish the adjustment in the mod-
ujar state of the timepiece, adjustment invoh/es

difficulty after the timepiece is completed.

Moreover, a complex step is required for ad-

justing again the.multi-functional circuits by remov-

ing the case after Ihe electronic timepiece is com-
pleted.

Therefore, it has been desired to provide a

mutti-functional electronic timepiece equipped with

an case in a completed forrh which is capable of

easily and correctly executing a predetemmined ad-

justing operation by sending a second data signal

to the electronic timepiece from an external unit

without the need of disassembling the timepiece.

The object of this emt)odiment therefore is to

provide a reference value writing system for an

electronic timepiece with sensor functions, which

enables the reference values for calculating tiie

sensor characteristic equation to be automatically

stored in the .two memories in the state of tiie

completed electronic timepiece without tiie need of

manipulating ttie external operation member.
Namely, tiiis embodiment deals witii a data

transmission/reception system for etectronic

timepieces comprising:

a data transmission/reception device which re-

ceives a second data signal from an external unit,

generates a first data signal in response to said

data signal that is received, and transmits said first

data signal to the external unit;

an electronic timepiece equipped with a trans-

mission/reception means which transmits the first

data signal to said data transmission/reception de-

\nce, and receives said second data signal from

said data transrhission/reception device; and
a condition-varying means which provides

changes in the external conditions of said elec-

tronic timepiece;

wherein said electronic timepiece Is provided

with a timing signal-generating means, said data

transmission/reception device is provided with a

timirig isignal-receiving means for receiving a timing

signal output from the transmission/reception

means of said electronic timepiece, and said data

transmission/reception device transmits the data in

synchronism with the timing signal that is received

and controls the condition setting of said condition-

varying means.

That is, using the data transmission/receptipn

system according to this embodiment of the

present invention, the multi-functional electronic

BNSDOCID: <B> qe3537lAlJ_>

timepiece having sensor functions can be adjusted

for its sensor functions maintaining the electronic

timepiece in its complete form witfiout halting tiie

operation of the electronic timepiece. In particular.

5 the multi-functional elecfonic timepiece that rieeds

to be adjusted is placed in an environmental con^

dition-varying device such as an amt>ient atmo^

spheric pressure-varying device or an ambient

temperature-varying device that is capable of set-

10 ting environment in which the electronic timepiece

will be practically used, and the environmental con-

ditions are intentionally varied by feeding data sig-

nals from an external unit to analyze the multi-

functional characteristics of the electronic

IS timepiece, ttie outputs of the sensors for the enw-
ronmental conditions are stored and, tiien, tiie sen-

sor functions are automatically adjusted inside the

etectroriic timepiece.

More concretely speaking, the electronic

20 timepiece has sensor functions, and Oie condition-

varying means varies the conditions for the sensor

functions.

When the sensor function is, for example, a

pressure serisor function, tiien. the condition^vary-

.25 ing means will be a pressure-varying device, there-

over, when the jelectronic timepiece has a tempera-

ture compensation function for tiie reference qs-

ciltator, the condition-varying m^ns will bis a tem-

perature-varying device.

30 Concrete constitution of the data transmis-

sion/reception system using tiie electronic

timepiece of this embodiment will now be de-

scribed in detail with reference to Rgs. 13 to 16.

Figs. 13 to 15 are block diagrams illustrating

35 concrete constitutions of the multi-functional elec-

tronic timepiece 1 and of the data transmis-

sion/reception device 2 for adjusting predetermined

functions of the multi-functional electronic

timepiece according to the embodiment.

40 That is, the fundamental constitution com-
prises: an electronic :timG;plece whh sensor func-

tions comprising

a sensor signal processing circuit i260 con-

stituted by a linear sensor, an amplifier circuit for

45 amplifying ttie output signal of the sensor, and an

A/D converter circuit for subjecting the output of

the amplifier circuit to the A/D conversion;

a first memory and a second memory for stor-

ing two output data fix^m the A/D converter circuit

50 and

a sensor data proc^ing circuit which receives

the two data stored in said two memories, has a
sensor characteristic equation calculation means
62e for calculating a sensor characteristic equation,

55 and converts the output data from the A/D con-

verter circuit into the jsensor data In compliance

with tiie sensor characteristic equation calculated

by said sensor characteristip equation cateutatioh

20
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means; and

a data transmission/reception devicis that gen-

erates control signals to store the two output data

from said A/D converter :circuit in the first memory
and in the second memory of said electronic

timepiece; wherein

said electronic timepiece has a control signal^

generating circuit 16 that feeds control signals to

said sensor signal-processing circuit and to said

sensor data-processing circuit 261 and an input

means that inputs the control signals from the

control signal-generating circuit 16, and operates

the A/p converter circuit in order to store the two

output data from the A/0 converter circuit in said

first memory and in said second memory;

^aid data transmission/reception device has an

output means 245 that controls the pressurizing

device provided on the side of the electronic

timepiece 1 . detects an end signal from the A/D

converter circuit in the electronic timepiece, and

outputs storage control signals to store the two

output data from the A/D converter circuit in the

first memory and in the second memory; and

said electronic timepiece stores the two output

data from the A/D converter circuit in the first

memory and in the second memory in response to

said storage control signals.

The embodiment will now be described in con-

junction with the drawings. Fig. 13 is a block dia-

gram of a reference value writing systiem in a wrist-

type electronic timepiece equipped with a sensor

function according to the first embodiment of the

present invention, and wherein reference numeral 1

denotes a wrist-type electronic timepiece equipped

with a hand-driving coil 15a for driving the hands,

and 2 denotes a data transmission/reception device

equipped with a transmission/reception coil 31. The
transmission/reception coil 31 transmits and re-

ceives data to, and from, the hand-driving coil 15a.

The data transmission/reception device 2 receives

through the transmission/receptipn coil 31 a timing

signal generate from tiie hand-driving coil 15a of

the wrist-type electronic timepiece 1, and transmits

to the hand-driving coil 15a a transmission data in

synchronism with a timing signal that is received.

In this embodiment on the electronic timepiece 1

is provided means for establishing a condition tiiat

is to be detected by the sensor function, i.e.. is

provided a pressurizing device 255 or the like

device.

Rg. 14 is a block diagram of the circuit of tiie

wrist^type electronic timepiece 1 according to the

present invention, wherein reference numeral 11

denotes an oscillation circuit which employs a
quartz oscillator to generate reference signals. 12

denotes a frequency-dividing circuit which outputis

a 1-Hz signal and a frequency-divided signal SI

upon inputting an oscillation signal from the oscilla-

tion circuit 11, and reference numeral 13 denotes a
drive signal-generating circuit which Inputs ttie 1-

Hz signal from the frequency-dividing circuit 12

and outputs to a hand-driving circuit 14 a motor

5 drive pulse PM as a timing signal for driving tfie

hands.

Reference numeral 15a denotes a hand^nving
coil provided for a hand-driving device 15 to drive

a hand 23, the handrdriving coil 15a woridng as a
10 transmission/reception coil for transmitting and re-

ceiving the data to, and from, the data transmis-

sion/reception device 2. In this embodiment, a
hand drive-driving signal S11 which is fed to the

hand-driving coil 15a tums into a timing signal TM
75 that is transmitted to the data transmis-

sion/reception device 2 and, hence, the drive sjg-

nal-generatirig circuit 13 also works as a timing

signalrgenerating circuit.

Reference numeral 16 denotes a control signal-

20 generating circuit which inputs the frequency-di-

vided signal SI . and outputs many control signals

such as reception poissible signal S2, and tiie like,

to place the hand-driving circuit 14 in the receiving

state. Reference numeral 1 7 denotes a gate circuit

25 which inhibits or permits tiie passage of the signal

SI2 received from tiie hand-driving coil 15a in

response to a detect permit signal S3 output from

the control signal-generating circuit 16.

Reference numeral 18" denotes a control sig-

30 nahdetecting circuit which converts the reception

signal SI2 that has passed through the gate circuit

17 into a control data S7". Reference numeral 219
denotes a shift register which stores the control

data S7" from the control signal-detecting circuit

35 18" in response to a data shift signal S5 output

from the control signal-generating circuit 16. and
outputs a contR)l signal S6 and a write signal S213.

Reference numeral 260 denotes the sensor sig-

nal-processing circuit constituted by an atmospher-

40 ic pressure sensor 2«)a, a sensor-driving circuit

260b, an amplifier circuit 260c and an A/D con-

verter circuit 260d, and is operated by an A/D start

signal S261 output from the control signal-generat-

ing circuit 16. Reference numeral 260a denotes tiie

45 atmospheric pressure sensor which outputs a sen-

sor signal Ps proportional to tiie atmospheric pres-

sure. 260b is the sensor-driving circuit which feeds

a constant currerrt to the atmospheric pressure

sensor 260a to drive it, and 260c Is the amplifier

50 circuit which has a predetermined amplification fac-

tor witiiout its sensitivity and offset being adjusted.

Therefore, ttie sensor signal Ps is amplified by a

predetermined amplification factor and is output as

an amplified signal Pa which is then converted into

65 a data Dc through the A/D converter circuit 260d.

Refererice numeral 262 denotes the sensor

data processing circuit which is constituted by a
memory setting circuit 262a. a memory A 262b
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which is a first memory, a memory B 262c which is

a second memory, a data selection drcutt 262d,

and a calculation control circuit 262e which is a
sensor characteristic equation icalculation means.

The memory setting circuit 262a outputs through a 5

terminal 01 or .02 the converted data Dc input to a
terminal i from the A/D converter circuit 260d In

response tp a select signal Pc that is Input to a
terminal C frorn the control signal-generating circuit

16; i.e., the converted data Dc is stored in the jo

memory A 262b or in the memory B 262c.

The converted data Dc output from the terminal

01 of the memory setting circuit 262a is stored in

the memory A 262b as memory data Da in re-

sponse to a write signal S213 from the shift regis- 76

ter 21 9.

The converted data Dc output from the tenmlnal

02, on the .other hand, is stored in the memory B
262c as memory data bb in response to the write

sjgnal S213 from the shift register 219. The mem- 20

ory A 262b and the menrK>ry B 262c are nonvolatile

memories which, after having stored the data in

response to the write signals iS213 from the shift

register 219. maintain the contents even after the

power source is intenijpted. In response to a con- 25

trol signal fed from the operation control circuit

262e to a terminal C, the data selecting circuit

262d selectively outputs through a terminal 0 the

converted data Dc that is input to a terminal II, the

memory data Da stored in the memory A 262b 30

input to a terminal 13 or the memory data Db
stored in the memory B 262c input to a tennlnal 12.

and feeds it to the operation control circuit 262e.

Fig. 15 is a block diagram of the circuit of the

data transmission/reception device 2 according to 35

the present invention. The data trar)smis-

sion/reoeption device 2 according to this embodi-
ment is a write control device which receives the

hand-moving pulse from the wrist-type electronic

timepiece 1 as a timing signal, outputs a control 40

signal based thereupon, transmits and receives

data to, and from, the wrist-type electronic

timepiece 1, and stores the converted data Dc
input to the terminal I thereof from the A/D con-

verter circuit 260d in the memory A 262b and in 45

the memory B 262c as reference values. Reference

numeral 31 denotes the coil for transmission and
reception. 241 denotes a transmission/reception

change-over circuit which controls the change-over

operation to receive a timing signal from the hand- =50

driving coil I5a and to transmit the data to the

handrdriving coil I5a depending upon a change-
over signal S246 from a transmission/reception

control circuit 245 that will be described later, 242
denotes a gate circuit which inhibits or permits the 65

passage of the timing signal, 243 denoteis a signal-

detecting drcuit which is constituted by a filter

circuit 243a and an amplifier circuit 243b, inputs

the timirig signal from the gate circuit 242 and
outputs it as a reception signal PT, reference nu-

meral 244 denotes a counting drcuit that inputs the

reception signals PT, counts them, and outputs a
count signal S251

.

Reference numeral 254 denotes a start*ofsnea-

surement storage circuit which, upon the rnanipula-

tion of a switch 253, outputs a system clear signal

S249 for initiaiizing the write control device 2 and
the pressure of the pressurizing device 255 and, at

.the same time, ou^uts a reception permit signal

8223, so that the gate circuit 242 permits the

passage of the timing signal from the hand-driving

coil 15a, reference numeral 245 denotes a trans-

mission/reception control circuit which inj3uts the

reception signal PT arid outputs many control sig-

nals such as a change-over signal S246, and the

like, to place the transmission/reception change-
over circuit 241 in the transmitting state, and refer-

ence numeral 255 denotes a pressurizing device.in

which the wrist-type electronic tinriepiece 1 will be
placed so as to be adjusted, the pressurizing

device 255 t)egins the pressurizing operation in

response tp a pressurization instruction signal S253
from the transmission/reception control drcuit 245,

and outputs a pressurization end signal S252 when
a predetermined pressurized state is reached.

Reference numeral 250 denotes a data transfer

circuit which inputs the count signal S251. and is

latched by a latch signal S250 which is outputfrom
the transmissionA:eception control drcuit 245, and
outputs a transmission signal S228 in which the

count signals S251 are transformed into serial data

in response to clock signals S245 frorh a dock-
generatirig circuit 252 that wilt be described below.

Reference numeral 252 denotes the clock generat-

ing circuit which outputs the dock signal S245 for

driving the data transfer circuit 250 in response to

a start signal S244 output from the transmis-

sion/reception control circuit 245. Further, a trans-

mission end signal S247 output from the transmis-

sion/reception control drcuit 245 resets the start-of-

measurement storage circuit 254 to initialize the

data transmission/reception device 2 which is the

write control device and, at the same time, the gate

drcuit 242 inhibits the passage of the timing signal

from the hand-driving coil 15a.

Next, operation of the reference value writing

system of the wrist-type electronic timepiece 1

equipped with the serisor functions cqnstitutisd as

described above, will now be explained with refer-

ence to a time chart shown in Rg, 16. In an

ordinary operation of the wrist-type electronic

timepiece 1, the drive signal-generating circuit 13

receives a 1-Hz signal from the frequency-dividing

drcuit 12 and outputs a motor drive pulse PM
which is a tinning signal. The .hand*driying circuit 14

receives the motor drive pulse PM and feeds the

22
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hand drive-driving signal S11 to the hand<lriving

coil 15a which then drives the hand-driving device

23 to display the time while effecting the one-

second hand movement. After the one-second

hand movement is finished, the control signal-gen-

erating circuit 16 receives the frequency-divided

signal SI from the frequency-dividing circuit 12

and outputs a reception possible signal S2 to

change the hand-driving circuit 14 over to the re-

ceiving state, such that a transmission signal S228

from the write control device 2 is received by the

handrdriving coil 1 5a. At the same time, the control

signal-generating circuit 16 outputs a detection per-

mit signal S3 so that the gate circuit 17 permits the

passage of the reception signal SI 2. Thus, the

wrist-type electronic timepiece 1 finishes its hand-

moving operation and is held In a reception possi-

ble state for a period of the reception possible

signal S2 until the next hand-moving operation.

In order to receive the timing signal from the

wrist-type electronic timeipiece 1, on the other

hand, the write control device 2 is. first, initialized

by manipulating tiie switch 253. Upon manipulating

the switch 253, the start-of-measurement storage

circuit 254 outputs a system clear signal S249 and

a reception permit signal 8223. In response to the

system clear signal 8249. tiie transmis-

sion/reception change-over circuit 241 is changed

over to the reception mode so as to receive the

timing signal S40 from the wrist-type electronic

timepiece 1. At the same time, the reception permit

signal 8223 controls tiie gate circuit 242 to permit

the passage of the timing signal from the transmis-

sion/reception coil 31. The timing signal S40 re-

ceived from the wrist-type electronic timepiece 1 in

this state passes through the gate circuit 242 and

is input to tiie slgnaMjetecting circuit 242; i.e., tiie

signal-detecting circuit 243 detects the reception

signal PT which is the first timing signal (timing t1

in the time chart of Fig. 16). The counter circuit

244 counts the first reception signal PT1 and out-

puts a count signal 8251.

Upon receiving the signal PT, the transrtiis-

sion/receptibn control circuit 245 outputs a latch

signal S250 in response to which the data transfer

circuit 250 stores tiie count signal 8251. At the

same time, tiie transmission/reception control cir-

cuit 245 outputs a start signal S244 in response to

which the clock-generating circuit 252 operates to

output a clock signal 8245. In response to the

clock signal S245. the data transfer circuit 25d

outputs the count signal 8251 stored therein as a

transmission signal 8228 (timing t2 of tiie time

chart of Fig. 16). The transmission signal 8228 is

transmitted to the wrist-type electronic timepiece 1

via the transmission/reception changeK>ver circuit

241 and tiie transmission/reception coil 31.

In the wristrtype electronic timepiece 1. the

hand-driving circuit 14 is changed by the reception

possible sigrial 82 of tiie control signal-generating

circuit 16 over to the receiving state, and the signal

5 8228 transmitted from tiie write control device 2 is

received as the reception signal 812 by tiie hand-

driving coil 15a. The reception signal 812 passes

tiirough the gate circuit 17. detected by the control

signal-detecting circuit 18" and is output as a con-

10 tro\ data 87", The detected control data S7" are

successively stored in the shift register 219 in

response to data shift signals .85 output from the

control signal^generating circuit 16. When tiie con-

trol data S7*' are all stored, a control signal 86 is

t5 output. In response to the control signal S6, the

control signal-generating circuit 16 outputs an A/D

start signal 8261 to actuate the sensor signal-

processing circuit 260 (timing 12 In the time chart

ofRg. 16).

20 After the A/D conversion is finished, the sensor

signal-processing circuit 260 outputs an A/D end

signal 8262 (timing 13 in the time chart of Rg. 16).

The M> end signal 8262 is ti^smitted as an

electromagnetic signal to the write control device

25 via the hand-driving circuit 14 and the hand-driving

coil 1 5a.

The A/D end signal 8262 received by tiie write

confrol device 2 passes through the gate circuit

242, and is input to tiie signal-detecting circuit 243;

30 i.e., the signal-detecting circuit 243 detects the

received signal PT (timing t3 in tiie time chart of

Fig. 1.6). The counter circuit 244 counite the re-

ceived signals PT2 and outputs a count signal

S251 . Upon receivirig ttie signal PT, the ti^ansmis-

35 slon/reception control circuit 245 outputs a latch

. signal 8250 In response to which the data transfer

circuit 250 stores the count signal 8251 and, at the

same time, outputs a start signal 8244 in response

to which the clock-generating circuit 252 operates

40 to output a clock signal S245. in response to the

clock signal .8245, the data transfenr circuit 250

outputs tiie count signal 8251 stored therein as a
ti^smission signal 8228 (timing t4 in the time

chart of Rg. 16). The transmission signal 8228 is

45 ti'ansmitted to the wrist-^type electronic timepiece 1

via the transmission/reception change-over circuit

241 and the ti-ansmisslon/reception coil 31.

In response to the reception possible signal 82
output from the control signahgenerating circuit 16,

50 the wrist-type electronic timepiece 1 changes the

hand-driving circuit 14 over to the receiving state,

so ttiat tiie signal 8228 transmitted from tiie write

control device 2 is received as a reception signal

812 by the hand-driving coil 15a. The signal 812

55 that is received passes through the giate circuit 17

and is detected by the control signal-detecting cir-

cuit 18" and is output as a contrpi data 87*'. The
detected control data 87" are successively stored

23
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in the shift register 219 In response to data shift

signals S5 output from the control signahgenerating

circuit 16. After the control data S7*' are all stored,

a control signal 86 and a write signal S213 are

output. The control signal-generating circuit 16 out- 5

puts a select signal Pc in response to the control

signal S6. In response to a select signal Pc input to

the terminal C from the control signal-generating

circuit 16, the memory setting drcuh 262a outputs

from the terminal 01 thereof the converted data Dc io

that is input to the terminal I from the A/D converter

circuit 260d. and stores it in the memory A 262b In .

response to a write signal S213 (timing t4 in the

time chart of Fig. 16).
'

After having transmitted the write signal S213, is

the write control device 2 outputs a pressurization

instruction signal ::S253 to operate the pressurizing

device 255 to be ready for measuring a second
reference pressure value (timing t5 in the time

chart of Rg. 16). After the passage of the pressure 20

stabilizing time (timing between timirigs t5 and t6 in

tfie time chart of Rg. 16), the pressurizing device

255 outputs a pressurization end signal S252 to tiie

transmission/reception control circuit 245. Then, as

the next timing signal output from the wrist-type 25

electronic timepiece 1 is received by the transmis-

sion/ireception coil 31 causing tiie signakJetecting

circuit 243 to output a third reception signal PT3
(timing t7 in the time chart of Rg. 6), the transmis-

sion/reception control circuit 245. upon receipt of 30

the signal PT, outputs a latch signal S250 in re-

sponse to which the data transfer circuit 250 stores

the count signal S251. At the same time, the trans-

mission/receptipn control circuit 245 outputs the

start signal S244 which causes the clock-generat- 35

Ing circuit 252 to output a clock signal S245. In

response to the clock signal S245, tiie data transfer

circuit 250 outputs ttie count signal S251 stored

therein as a transmission signal S228 (timing t8 in

the time chart of Rg. 16). The transmission signal 40

S228 is transmitted to the wrist-type electronic

timepiiece 1 via the transmission/reception change-
over circuit 241 and the transmission/reception coil

31.

In tiie time chart of Rg. 16, operations at 45

timings t7, tiB and t9 are the same as the oper-

ations at tiie preceding timings t1, t2 and t3, and
are not described here. Therefore, the following

description starts witti a timing tlO In tiie time chart

of Rg. 16. In response to tiie reception possible so

signal S2 output from the control signal-generating

circuit 16, the wrist-type electronic timepiece 1

changes the hand-driving circuit 14 over to the

receiving state, so ttiat the signal S228 transmitted

from the write control device 2 is received as a ss

received signal Si2 by tiie hand-driving coil 15a.

The signal Si 2 tiiat is received passes through the

gate circuit 17 and is detected by the control

signal-detecting circuit 18" and Is output as a con-
trol data Sr\ The detected control data S7" are

successively stored in the shift register 219 in

response to data shift signals S5 output from the

control signal-generating circuit 16. After tiie con-
trol data Sr* are all stored, a control signal S6 and
a write signal iS213 are output. The cortroi signals-

generating circuit 16 outputs a select signal Pc in

response to the conbrol signal S6. In response to a
select signal Pc input to the terminal C from the

control signal-generating circuit 16, tiie memory
setting circuit 262a outputs from the teoninal 02
thereof the converted data be that is input to the

tenminaJ 1 from the A/D converter circuit 260d, and
stores it in the memory B 262c in response to a
write ^signal S213 (timing tlO in tiie time chart of

Rg. 16).

Then, as a timing signal output from the wrist-

type electronic timepiece 1 is received by the

transmission/reception coil 31 causing the signal-

detecting circuit 243 to output a fiftti reception

signal PT5 (timing til in tiie time chart of Rg. 16),

the transmission/reception control circuit 245 re-

ceiving the reception signal PT5 outputs a trans-

mission end signal S247. The ti-ansmission end
signal S247 from tiie transmission/reception control

circuit 245 is input to the start-of-measurement

storage circuit 254 to r^t it; i.e., the reception

permit signal S223 is no longer output and the gate
circuit 242 is closed. Thus, one time of reference

value writing operation is finished. When it is de-
sired to effect the reference value writing operation

again, the switch 253 should be depressed.

According to the present invention as will be
obvious from tiie above description, the hand-driv-

ing coil in tiie wrist-type electronic timepiece Is

also utilized as a coil for receiving signals transmit-

ted from an external unit, enabling reference values

for calculating a sensor characteristic equation to

be automaitically stored in tiie two memories in a
state in which the electi-onic timepiece is finished,

presenting great advantage from tiie standpoint of

production.

Embodiment is

Another application of the data transmis-

sion/reception system according to the present in-

vention will be described next as embodiment 6
witii reference to Rgs. 17 and 18.

This embodiment deals particuUuiy with an
electronic timepiece of high precision among many
multi-functional electronic timepieces, i.e., deals

with an electronic timepiece having such a very

high precision as a yearly variation in pace of

several seconds. In an electronic timepiece, in gen-
eral, tiie drivirtg circuit and. particularly, tiie osdlla-

tion circuit undergoes a change depending upon
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the temperature, and deviation from the standard

time undergoes a change, too, depending upon a

change in temperature and a change in environ-

ment
In order to adjust for variation in the pace

caused by a change in temperature, therefore,

there has been proposed an adjustment method

which adds a temperature compensation function

circuit According to the conventional method, how-
'
ever, adjustment is accomplished in a modular

state which, however, undergoes a variation when

the module is fitted into the case, making it difficult

to obtain high precision despite the fact that the

adjustment is accomplished.

This embodiment, therefore, provides a data

transmission/reception system for realizing a high*

precision electronic timepiece which enables the

pace to be easily and conrectiy adjusted by actuat-

ing the temperature compensation function by sim-

ply sending a first data signal from an external unit

without halting the operation of the electronic

timepiece and without the rteed of disassembling

the electronic timepiece, either, by solving the

problems inherent in the prior art.

Rg. 17 is a block diagram illustrating the con-

stitution of the electronic timepiece according to

this embodiment.

The fundamental constitution Is nearly the

same as the constitution of the electronic timepiece

shown in Rg. 2, and in which the same constituent

portions are denoted by the same reference nu-

merals as those of Rg. 2.

Reference numeral 11 denotes ian oscillation

circuit using a quartz oscillator to generate refer-

ence signals, which works to adjust the pace and to

compensate the temperature by time-divisionally

controlling the oscillation capacitor in response to a

temperature compensation signal D3 from a tem-

perature compensation data storage circuit 326.

The temperature correction data storage circuit

326 is equipped with a data memory constituted by

a nonvolatile memory or the like memory, and an

operation means for calculating a temperature cor-

rection signal D3 from the data thereof, and re-

ceives from the shift register 19 a data signal 02

made up of three pace data for different tempera-

tures, cateulates a temperature calculation fonnnula

from the three pace data and stores it, and cal-

culates a correction amount in line with the tem-

perature calculation fomr^ula, and feeds it as a

temperature conection signal D3 to the oscillation

circuit 11.

Reference numeral 325 denotes a temperature

sensor which is operated by a sensor drive signal

S315 output from the control signal-generating cir-

cuit t6. iand feeds a temperature data signal S316

with which the temperature correction data storage

circuit 326 calculates the temperature correction

signal 03.

Rg. 18 is a block diagram illustrating a tem-

perature con-ectipn data transmission device 2 that

works as .a data transmission/reception device 2 for

5 the electronic timepiece 1 having a temperature

compensation function, and a temperature vessel

47 which is a condition-varying device that pny-

vides a change in external conditions for the elec-

tronic timepiece 1.

10 The fundamental constitution of the circuit is

nearly the same as that of Rg. 3, and the same
constituent portions as those of Rg. 3 are denoted

by the same refererice numerals.

in the temperature vessel 47 is cpntained the

16 electronic timepiece 1

.

The temperature cqmpensation operation of the

embodiment will now be described with reference

to Rgs. 17 and 18.

Rrst, the operation for setting the temperature

20 correction function a>nsists of placing the elec-

tronic timepiece 1 in the temperature vessel 47.

and operating the switch 38 of the temperature

connection data transmission device 2 which is the

data transmission/reception device 2, tiiereby to

25 initialize the temperature correction da^ transmis-

sion device 2.

Then, ttte transmission/reception control circuit

39 outputs a temperature specifying signal S52 for

setting the temperature vessel 47 at a temperature

30 T1.

When a predetermined temperature T1 Is

reached, the temperature v^sel 47 outputs a tem-

perature setting end signarS53.

In this state as explained with reference to

35 Figs. 2 and 3, a pace detect pulse PT from the

electronic timepijece 1 is received to measure a

pace data HI at the temperature Tl . The pace data

HI is set as a second data signal D6 to the data

transfer circuit 44.

40 At the same time, tiie temperature specifying

signal S52 for settirtg the temperature T2 is fed to

the temperature vessel 47. Upon receiving the tem-

perature setting end signal S53 of the temperature

T2 from ttie temperature vessel 47, a pace data HI

45 at tiie temperature T2 is measured and is set as a

second data signal D6 to the data transfer circuit

44.

Next, to measure a pace data H3 of the third

time, the temperature vessel 47 is set at a tem-

50 perature T3; i.e.. the pace data H3 is measured

and is set as a second data signal D6 to tiie data

transfer circuit 44.

After the measurement of the pace data of the

third time is finished, the data transfer circuit 44

55 outputs pace data HI. H2 and H3 as transmission

signals S28 that correspond to the second data

signals D6 in synchronism with the timing signals

from the electronic timepiece 1.

25
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In the electronic timepiece 1. the transmission

signals S28 from the temperature conrection data

transmission device 2 are received and are input

as pace signals S4 to the shift register 19 which

outputs the thus input pace signals S4 as data

signals 02.

The temperature correction data storage circuK

326 calculates and stores the temperature calcula-

tion equation for obtaining the temperature correc-

tion signal 03 from the data signal 02 made up of

three pace signals and. thus, exhibits a tempera-

ture connection function.

In the usual electronic timepiece 1, the tem-

perature sensor 325 is operated by the sensor

drive signals $15 periodically generated from the

control signal-generating circuit 16, and outputs a
temperature data signal S316 that corresponds to

the temperature.

The temperature connection date storage circuit

326 calculates the temperature correction signal 03
relying upon the temperature date signal S316 and
the temperahire calculation formula, and feeds it to

the oscillation circuit 11,

Based on the temperature correction signal 03,

the oscillation circuit 1 1 adjusts the pace with re-

spect to the temperature by controlling tiie time-

dividing ratio of tiie oscillation capacitor, making it

possible to realize a highly precise electronic

timepiece.

Though the above embodimente have dealt

with the systems that effect the mutual commu-
nication at all times, tiie invention is in no way
limited to such embodiments only. For instance,

the mutual communication mode may be estab-

lished by pulling the crown of the electinonic

timepiece and the mutual communication may be
carried out only within this period, making it possi-

ble to decrease wasteful consumption of current

and to decrease tiie likelihood of infiltration of

noise.

th tiie date transmission/reception system us-

ing the electronk: timepiece according to the

present invention as described above, there is con-

stituted a synchronous communication system
which carries out two-way communication by send-

ing a synchronizing signal (timing.signal) necessary

for the adjusting operation from the side of the

electronic timepiece 1, and sending a second date

signal adapted to adjusting the electronic timepiece

from the date transmission/reception device 2
which is an ^emal device to the electronic

timepiece 1 in synchronism witii the timing signal.

According to the above-mentioned system of

the present invention, mutual communication is reli-

ably carried out by the synchronous operation us-

ing timing signals. Furthermore, the electa-pnic

timepiece which empk>ys a small cell as a power
source and has iittte margin in energy generates a

timing signal to control tiie timing in the operation

of the mutual communication, and the external

transmission/reception device that has a margin in

energy works responding tiiereto. Therefore, the

s electronic timepiece is allowed to save the con-

sumption of energy contiibuting to lengthenirig the

life of the cell.

Moreover, employment of the synchronous op-

eration makes it possible to carry out the mutoal

10 communication without halting tiie fundamental op-
eration of the elecb-onic timepiece. Unlike tiie con-

ventional open system, therefore, no operation is

required for connecting the time after the commu-
nication has been finished. By continuously control-

75 ling the external transmission/reception device and
the environment-varying device in synchronism
iwith Ihe timing signal from the electronic timepiece,

furtiiermore, a variety kinds of characteristics can
be adjusted when the electronic timepiece is in a

20 finished state.

Accordinjg to the present invention, further-

more, the synchronizing signal. I.e., the timing sig-

nal is obtained by utilizing a pulse motor drive

signal for driving the hands.

25 Moreover, according to the present invention,

the second date signal vyhich is ^an adjustment date

sent from the data tiransmission/reception device 2
in synchronism with the synchronizing signal, is a
reception permit signal tiiat can t>e received by the

30 electronic timepiece only for a predetermine^! pe-

riod of time, and there Is output, in synchronism
witii tiie synchronizing signal, a reception permit

period varying signal that varies the reception per-'

mit period.

35 The reception permit period varying signal

works to broaden the width of the reception penmit

signal when It is bemg received from the external

unit during the reception permit period.

The present invention is so constituted as to

40 carry out the two-way communication during the

non-driving period of tiie pulse signals wittiout in-

tenruptihg ttie pulse motor driving signals that are

used as timing signals.

Moreover, the date transmission/reception sys-

45 tem of tiie invention includes a method in which

after the reception of the second date signals from
tiie extemal unit is started, tiie pulse motor is

temporarily halted, and this delay of time is

brought back to the normal time by tiie time restor-

50 ing operation after the transmission of ttie date

signals has been finished.

The present invention is further capable of

automatically executing the operation for quicken-

ing or slowing the pace.

55 The operations for adjusting various functions

of the multi-functional electronic timepiece aided

by the date transmission/reception system of the

present invention will include operation for adjust-

26
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Ing the sound volume, operation for adjusting the

sensors relying upon characteristic curves, and op-

eration for calling preset values of the timepiece

such as storing predetermined data (ID, initials,

phone numbers, personal identification numt)ers,

etc.) in the electronic timepiece, and reading or

calling the data by using isxtemal data signals.

Claims

1. In a data transmission/reception system for

electronic timepieces comprising:

a data transmission/reception device which

receives a first data signal from an external

unit generates a second data signal in re-

sponse Xo said first data signal that is received,

and transmits said second data signal to the

external unit; and

an electronic timepiece equipped with a

transmission/reception means which transmits

the first data signal to said data transmis-

sion/reception device, and receives said sec-

ond data signal from said data transmis-

sion/reception device;

the improvement wherein said electronic

timepiece is provided with a timing signal-

genisrating means, said data transrhis-

sion/reception device is provided with a timing

signal-receiving means for receiving a timing

signal output from the tiransmission/reception

means of said electronic timepiece, and said

data transmission/reception device transmits

said second data signal to said electronic

timepiece in synchronism with the timing sig-

nal tiiat is received.

5. A data transmission/reception system accord-

ing to claim 4, wherein the length of said

reception possible time is set to be short when
the electronic timepiece is in a s^te of waiting

5 for the reception and is set to be long when

the electronic timepiece is in a receiving state.

6. A data transmission/reception system accord-

ing to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein said

70 electi-onic timepiece is provided with a hand

drive means for driving the hands, and the coil

for driving the hands also works as said trans-

mission/reception means.

75 7. A data transmission/reception system accord-

ing to claim 6, wherein said timing signal-

generating means is a drive signal^enerating

circuit of said hand drive means, and said

timing signal is a drive signal for driving said

20 hands.

8. A data transmission/reception system accord-

ing to claim 7. wherein said data signal detec-

tion pemiitting means sets a reception possi-

25 ble period in the hand non-driving period be-

tween said drive signals.

9. A data transmission/reception system accord-

ing to claim 1, wherein said data transmis-

30 sion/reception device generates a second data

signal that is obtained tiirpugh a predetennlned >

operational processing in response to a first

data signal Including said timing signal trans-

mitted from said electronic timepiece and in

35 synchronism witii said timing signal.

2. A data tiransmission/reception system accord-

ing to claim 1, wherein said electronic

timepiece is so constituted as to rewrite the

data in said electronic timiepiece in response to 4o

a second data signal transmitted from said

data trahsmissidn/receptidn device.

3. A data transmission/reception system accord-

ing to claim 1, wherein said electronic 45

timepiece has a data signal detection permit-

ting means which, after said timing signal is

generated, enables the second data signal

transmitted from said data transmis-

sion/reception device to be received for only a so

predetermined period of reception possible

'time.

4- A data fansmission/reception system accord-

ing to claim 3, wherein said data signal detec- 55

tion permitting means has a permit time vary-

ing means for varying the time period of said

reception possible time.

10. A data transmission/reception system accord-

ing to claim 7, wherein a timing signal gen-

erated by said timing signal-generating means
has a pulse width which is smaller than that of

said hand drive signal, and does not drive said

hand drive means even when it is applied to

the coil for driving said hands.

11. A data transmission/reception system accord-

ing to claim 10, wherein said timing signal-

generating means Is a pace detect pulse^h-
erating circuit, and said timing signal is a pace

detect pulse applied to the coil for drivirig said

hands.

12. A data trahsmission/r«:eption system accord-

ing to claim 1, wherein the first data signal

output from said electronic timepiece is a char-

acteristic data signal related to said elecbonic

timepiece.

27
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la, A data transmission/reception system accord^

ing to claim 12. wherein said electronic

timepiece Is provided with a qircuit for generat-

ing said characteristic data signal and a stor*

age means for storing said characteristic data

signal.

14. A data transmission^eceiption system accord-

ing to claim 12 or 13, wherein said data trans-

mission/reception device has a characteristic

data signal-detecting means for detecting said

charactBristic data signal output from said

electronic timepiece, and a data signat-forming

means for forming the second daita signal that

will be transmitted to said electronic tim^iece

based upon said characteristic data signal.

15. A data transmission/reception system accord-

ing to claim 12, wherein said characteristic

data signal is the one selected from a pace

signal, an acoustic signal, a pressure char-

acteristic signal on any similar like signal.

16. A date transmission/reception system accord-

ing to claim 15, wherein said characteristic

data signal-detecting means is a pace signal-

detecting means for said electronic timepiece,

iand said data signal-forming means is a pace

adjusting amount data signal-forming means.

17. A data transmissionA'eception system accord-

ing to daim 15, whensin said characteristic

data sigr\al-detecting means is an acoustic sig-

naWetecting means for detecting the acoustic

signal output from the acoustic device of said

electronic timepiece, and said data signal-for-

ming means is an acoustic setting data-rfor-

miing means.

18. In a data transmission/reception system for

electronic timepieces comprising:

a data transmission/reception device which

receives a first data signal from an external

unit, generates a second data signal in re-

sponse to said first data signal that is received,

and transmits said second data signal to the

extennal unit;

an electronic timepiece equipped with a

transmission/reception means which transmits

the first data signal to said data transmis-

sion/reception device, and receives said sec-

ond data signal from said djata transmis-

sion/reception device; and

a condition-varying means which gives

changes in the external conditions to said elec-

tronic timepiece;

the improvement wherein said electronic

timepiece is provided with a timing signai-

genenating means, said data transmis-

sion/reception device is provided with a timing

signal-receiving means for receiving a timing

signal output from tiie transmission/reception

5 means of said electronic timepiece, and said

data transmission/reception device transmits

the second data in synchronism with the timing

signal that is received and controls the con-

dition setting of said conditior>-varying means.

10

19. A data transmission/receiption system accord-

ing to claim 18. wtierein said electronic

timepiece has a sensor function, and said con-

dition-varying means varies the conditions for

75 said sensor function.

20. A data transmissiort/reception system accord-

ing to claim 19, wherein said sensor function is

a pressure sensor function, and said condition-

20 varying means is a pressure-varying device.

21. A data transmission/reception system accord-

ing to claim 18. wherein said electronic

timepiece has a temperature compensation

25 function for tiie reference oscillator, and said

condition-varying means is .a temperature^vary^

ing device.

35
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